Programme Outcome/Programme Specific Outcome/Course Outcome
Lalit Chandra Bharali College offers undergraduate courses in three streams namely, Arts, Science and
Commerce.
Arts Stream
The Bachelor of Arts requires three years of full time study consisting of six semesters. The college offers
11 major courses and 13 general courses in arts subjects: Assamese, Bengali, English, Education,
Economics, Hindi, History, Philosophy, Political Science, Mathematics and Statistics. The Arts degrees are
focused on increasing students' knowledge and critical thinking in accordance to the syllabus and
curriculum prescribed by the affiliating University. These courses aim to prepare students with a sound
knowledge and skills to connect across geographical, disciplinary, social and cultural boundaries,
understand the importance of ethical behaviour and lifelong learning skills.
BA GENERAL ENGLISH:
The aim of this course is to provide the student an opportunity to read and respond to representations issues
in contemporary life and culture in the English Language. The selection of texts is aimed to present themes
and topics that are stimulating and informative. It also enables the students to develop grammatical skills.

SEMESTER

COURSE
CODE

SUBJECT

1

I

Prose

COURSE OUTCOME








Able to appreciate the role of
Gandhi in the freedom struggle in
“The Swadeshi Movement”.
Able to interpret ideas of
colonialism with reference to
George Orwell.
Able to familiarise with Buddhist
mythological stories like
“Angulimala” and “Running
Water”.
Able to understand ideas of
nationalism.
Able to understand ideas about
colonialism in “Shooting an
Elephant”.
Able to situate the question of
identity and nationalism from
different perspectives by reading
“Naipaul’s India and Mine”


2

II

Poetry






Able to critically appreciate the
poems which reflect the sociocultural and political interest of the
period
Able o familiarize with the major
poet like Jayanta Mahapatra and his
unique contribution to Indian
English literature
Able to familiarize with major
writers from different nations like
Wole Soyinka from Nigeria, Sezmus
Heany from Ireand, Lorca from
Spain and the distinguished
significance of their writings
Able to have a good overview of
grammatical patterns like changing
voice, narrations, tag questions, use
of determiners etc

ENGLISH MAJOR/Programme Specific Outcome:
The new BA English Syllabus forms the innovative and expansive thrust of the previous one and is designed
to prepare students to understand and use the English language effectively, build vocabulary and
introduce them to current ideas and issues as represented in some of the best examples of English writing.
The idea is to offer students more matter and m ore choices and with the adoption of this philosophy
not only new texts, but entirely new Papers have been added. For example for students with major, there
are new papers on Nature and Place. Attention has been paid to e merging voices that is voices originating
in locations other then the west. Indian continues to receive the emphasis and importance it deserves,
and this syllabus see the consolidation of a vision predicated on promoting Indian culture— obviously
through its literary man infestations.
This is the case in all genres of writing; novel drama, poetry, non-fictional prose. The importance given
to women writing is underscored through the revisions effected in the optional paper on womenliterature
and the introduction of a new compulsory paper on women on women writing. Some of the best critical
books in a particular have been chosen to supplement classroom teaching, and these are included in the
section recommended reading in the each paper, and it is indeed strongly recommendedthat students try
to hold of these books and read them. On the whole it is hoped that this syllabus will encourage and equip
the students to take the next logical steps in their career after getting their BA degrees, which is enrolled
in various MA programmes if they are majoring in English or pursue higher studies any way if they are not.
After completing BA course having major in English, students can pursue careers in teachings, creative
writings, journalism and other fields where the demand of the English language is very high. As English is

a global language, students with major in the subject can also go for business outsourcing. The knowledge
of English also helps students to overcome various competitive exams.

SEMESTER
I

COURSE
CODE
1.1

SUBJECT
The Social and
Literary Context:
Medieval and
Renaissance

COURSE OUTCOME


Able to have an overview of the
development of literature
Able to focus on literary traditions
trough a broad socio-historical
perspective
Able to relate the circumstances
that influenced and shaped the
process of literary tradition
Able to acquaint with the context
of the English literary tradition





1.2

Medieval and
Renaissance:
Poetry and Plays



Able to critically appreciate the
poems in the literary context
Able to relate the genre of dramas
in the historical and literary context
and political context
Able to examine and interpret the
Elizabethan sonnets




II

2.1

The social and the
literary context:
Restoration to the
Romantic Age






Able to familiarise with the
contexts of the English literary
tradition
Able to relate the entire period
from the Restoration of the
Charles II and the re-opening of
the theatres in 1660 t the Age of
Romanticism
Able to understand the
circumstances that influenced,
shaped and contributed to the
process of literary tradition

SEMESTER

COURSE
CODE
2.2

SUBJECT
Restoration to
Romanticism:
English Poetry,
Drama and Plays

COURSE OUTCOME




III

3.1

The Social and
Literary Context:
The Victorian
World





Able to interpret the literary texts
that reflect the socio-cultural and
political interests f the period
Able to examine the ways in which
literary texts take part in and
produced by urgent issues of a time
Able to situate and relate the
literary productions in the historical
contexts

Able to familiarize the students
with the literary traditions of the
Victorian Age
Able to examine the novels in the
Victorian context
Able to distinguish the shifts that
characterize the Victorian world

3.2

Victorian Poetry
and fiction





SEMESTER

IV

COURSE
CODE

4.1

SUBJECT

The Social and
Literary Context:
Modernism and
after

Able to understand the
characteristics of the Victorian
period.
Able to comprehend the literary
forms
Able to familiarize with dramatic
monologues, love poems and pre
Raphaelite movements.

COURSE OUTCOME






Able to understand the processes
of literary production from 20th
century to the present
Able to realize how World War I
affected the literary works
produced by the Modernist
writers
Able to understand the complex
relationship between society and
individuals as portrayed in the
Modernist texts

4.2

English Poetry
and Fiction:
Modernism and
After





Modern Drama I
V



5.1




SEMESTER

COURSE
CODE

SUBJECT

Modern Drama II

Able to acquaint themselves with
modern and Postmodern eras
Able to have an overview of
important trends and critical shifts
of the Postmodern literary world
Able to relate and interpret the
impact of war in poetry

Able to familiarize with 20th
century European and English
drama
Able to understand how by the
turn of the century, the European
avant-garde had completely
altered the theatre
Able to familiarize with
stylistic/technical innovations and
thematic experimentation
exercised in 20th century theatrical
world

COURSE OUTCOME



5.2



Able to understand the impact of
contemporary philosophy, ideas
and art movements like
existentialism, expressionism,
impressionism, Marxism and the
Absurd reverberates in modern
drama
Students can have an overview of
the revival of poetic drama

5.3

The Essay in
English: Addison
to Dickens





5.4

The Essays in
English: The
Twentieth
Century





SEMESTER

COURSE
CODE

SUBJECT

Able to examine the emergence of
the periodical essay in the 18th
century
Able to relate the essays in the
wider political, social and cultural
context
Able to comprehend a large
number of periodicals which
provided a forum for the
articulation of views on a variety
of topics

Able to acquaint themselves with
the developments in the genre of
essay in the 20th century
Able to relate the essays against
the intellectual and socio-cultural
background
Able to understand the way the
form of essay was used as vehicle
by the authors for representing
personal experiences and
contemporary issues

COURSE OUTCOME

V

5.5

Life-writing,
Biographies,
Memoirs and
Letters





5.6

Women’s
Writings






Literary Criticism
VI



6.1




SEMESTER

COURSE
CODE

SUBJECT

Able to interpret life-writing which
provides insights into universal
human nature
Able to appreciate the process of
narrativization as depicted in life
writings
Able accommodate the
importance of memory,
recollection and mode of
representation in life writings

Able to create an awareness about
women’s lives and their
representation
Able to examine how women’s
texts pay attention to the
historical and political conditions
of their times
Able to look at the way a woman
writer participates in the question
of identity and selfhood

Able to familiarize with the key
ideas of Western literary criticism
from Graeco-Roman antiquity to
the modern period
Able to comprehend various
orientations like neo-classical,
Romantic and Victorian criticism
Able to study key concepts
associated with the names of
significant thinkers

COURSE OUTCOME

6.2

Twentieth
Century Criticism
and Theory






Nature



6.3




6.4

Western
Mythology






Able to familiarize with ideas and
concepts of 20th century criticism
Able to understand the ideas
associated with movements like
structuralism, post structuralism,
psychoanalytical criticism,
feminism, new historicism and
postcolonialism
Able to have a critical overview of
literary criticism and theory

Able to critically analyse literary
texts through an earth-centred
approach
Able to interpret language and
literature as manifestations of
culture by interconnection
between nature and culture
Able to understand the concept of
ecofeminism

Able to study classical and JudaeoChristian myth
Able to analyse the presentation
of myths in a variety of literary
material like poetry, drama and
fiction
Able to understand the literary
significance of western myths

SEMESTER

VI

COURSE
CODE

6.5

SUBJECT

Indian English
Literature

COURSE OUTCOME






6.6

Indian Poetry,
Fiction and Drama






Able to understand the distinctive
literature produced in India during
the pre-independence and postindependence period
Able to familiarize with the
question of women and
nationalism
Able to have a nationalistic
awareness by reading Indian
English literary works

Able to familiarize with translations
from regional language which are
deeply embedded into the classical
dramatic traditions
Able to identify women’s voices in
Indian poetry
Able to interpret the Indian
English texts in the light of the
historical, cultural and political
circumstances

Assamese
Semester
First

Course code
ASM (M) 104

Subject
History of Assamese
Literature and Script

ASM (M) 105

Ancient Assamese Poetry

objectives
 Trace the history and heritage of
Assamese Literature
 Trace the development of
Assamese script
 Trace the development of ancient
Assamese poetry
 Explain the characterization of
ancient Assamese poetry

Second

Third Semester
(Major)

Fourth Semester
(Major)

Fifth Semester

ASM (M) 204

History of Assamese
Literature (PostSankardeva era to Abahan
era.

 Categories of Assamese history
from post Sankardeva to Abahon
era
 Emphasied about the
development and trend of
Assamese Literature

ASM (M) 205

Modern Assamese Poetry

 Trace the development of modern
Assamese poetry
 Explain the characterization of
modern Assamese poetry
 Draw an outline of romanticism,
modernism, its nature, concept
etc.

ASM (M) 304

Assamese Language

 Trace the history of Assamese
Language and its development
 Explain about its original roots

ASM (M) 305

Special Study of Assamese  Trace the two great author ancient
Literature (Special authors
and modern Assamese literature.
Sankardeva & Lakshminath  Describe about the Assamese
Bezbaruah)
ancient drama, devotional songs
 To know about the one act play
and poetry of Sannkardeva
 Describe about modern Assamese
romantic poem, drama

ASM (M) 401

Assamese Grammar

 Trace the Assamese Grammar
To know about the history of
Assamese Grammar
 Categories of Grammar

ASM (M) 402

Introductory study on
Assamese Caste and
Culture

 Describe about Assamese Caste,
Community, its Culture
 Describe how to build up a great
Assamese society

ASM (M) 403

Field Study (Project
preparation)

ASM (M) 501

Ancient Assamese Drama

 Design a research project
according to relevant
methodologies with knowledge of
different aspect of theoretical and
ethical concerns.
 Analysis the collection of relevant
data
 Explain the trend of ancient

(Major)




ASM (M) 502

Ancient Assamese Prose
Literature




ASM (M) 503

Study on Brajabuli
Literature





ASM (M) 504

Pali-Prakrit Literature and
Grammar




Sixth Semester
(Major)

Assamese Drama.
Trace about ancient artificial
Language of Brajabuli
Draw a outline about New
Vaishnavisim theory
Illustrate about folk
performing art from
Trace about ancient Assamese
Prose
Draw a outline about ancient
poet
Trace about Indian Brajabuli
Literature and Assamese
Brajabuli literature
Categories of Indian Brajabuli
poet.
Explain about Indian Brajabuli
Literature
Trace about the Pali and prakit
language, literature and
Grammar
Explain about the different
type of characteristics i.e. pali,
prakrit, aprabhamsa and
abahatta

ASM (M) 505

Literary Criticism

 Trace the history of literary
criticism
 Explain the different type of
literary theory i.e. classical,
romanticism, modernism,
postmodernism, structuralism,
 Illustrate the theory of Indian
criticism

ASM (M) 506

Concept of Language

 Explain the theory of Language
 Justify the different type of
language theory and its
important
 Describe the significant of
language

ASM (M) 601

Modern Assamese Drama

 Trace the history of modern
Assamese Drama
 Explain about different type of
modern Assamese Drama

 Illustrate about the future of
modern Assamese Drama
 Draw an outline traditional and
modern Assamese Drama
ASM (M) 602

Modern Assamese Prose
Literature

 Trace the history of Assamese
prose
 Reconstruct the modern
Assamese prose literature
 Explain the future of modern
Assamese prose and how it is
different from traditional
Assamese prose

ASM (M) 603

Modern Indian Literature

 Illustrate the history of modern
Indian Literature
 Explain about the different type
of Indian modern literature
 Draw a outline about Indian
Literature
 Compare the Assamese
Literature in Indian context

ASM (M) 604

Assamese Short Story and
Novel

ASM (M) 605

Chanda and Alangkara

 Illustrate history of Assamese
short stories and novel
 Trace the development of major
trend of Assamese short stories
and novel.
 Describe the emotional effect of
reading a few significant
Assamese short stories and novel
 Explain the influence from
western short stories and Novels
in Assamese Short stories and
novels.
 Trace the history of Indian
 Explain the different type of
Chanda and Alangkara in Indian
perspective.
 Categories of Chanda and
Alangkara

ASM (M) 606

Introduction of Linguistic

 Trace the different kind of
linguistic
 Discuss about phonology,
morphology, syntax, semantics
 Explain abut dialectology and

First Semester MIL
(Modern Indian
Language, Assamese)

ASM (E) 103

Assamese Poetry

Second Semester MIL
(Modern Indian
Language, Assamese)

ASM (E) 203

Assamese Prose

Third Semester MIL
(Modern Indian
Language, Assamese)

ASM (E) 308

Assamese Drama

Fourth Semester MIL
(Modern Indian
Language, Assamese)

ASM (E) 408

Assamese Short Story and
Novel

First Semester
(Elective Assamese)

ASM (E) 101

History of Assamese
Literature (from starting to
Sankardeva era) & Script

Second Semester
(Elective Assamese)

ASM (E) 201

Assamese Language

Third Semester
(Elective Assamese)

ASM (E) 304

History of Assamese
Literature (from Post
Sankardeva to Abahan era)

socio-linguistics
 Trace the development of
Assamese poetry
 Explain the characterization of
ancient Assamese poetry
 Discuss the trend of romantic and
modern poetry through selected
poem


Trace about history of
Assamese Prose
 Draw a outline about
Assamese prose
 Trace the history of Assamese
Drama
 Explain about different type of
Assamese Drama
 Illustrate about the future of
Assamese Drama
 Draw an outline traditional and
modern Assamese Drama
 Illustrate history of Assamese
short stories and novel
 Trace the development of major
trend of Assamese short stories
and novel.
 Describe the emotional effect of
reading a few significant
Assamese short stories and novel
 Explain the influence from
western short stories and Novels
in Assamese Short stories and
novels.
 Trace the history and heritage of
Assamese Literature
 Trace the development of
Assamese script
 Trace the history of Assamese
Language and its development
 Explain about its original roots
 Categories of Assamese history
from post Sankardeva to Abahon
era
 Emphasied about the
development and trend of

Assamese Literature
Fourth Semester
(Elective Assamese)

ASM (E) 403

Assamese Grammar

 Trace the Assamese Grammar
To know about the history of
Assamese Grammar
 Categories of Grammar

Fifth Semester

ASM (E) 503

Assamese Poetry

 Trace the development of
Assamese poetry
 Explain the characterization of
ancient Assamese poetry
 Discuss the trend of romantic and
modern poetry through selected
poem

ASM (E) 504

Assamese Drama

 Trace the history of Assamese
Drama
 Explain about different type of
Assamese Drama
 Illustrate about the future of
Assamese Drama
 Draw an outline traditional and
modern Assamese Drama

ASM (E) 603

Assamese Prose (Selected)



Sixth Semester

First

BEN (M) 105

Second

Trace about history of
Assamese Prose
 Draw a outline about
Assamese prose
Semester
Course code
Subject
objectives
BEN (M) 104
Medieval Bengali Literature I
 To trace the history and heritage
of Bengali Literature
 Able to know the development of
Bengali language.
 Can reconstruct the cultural
heritage which is depicted in the
Medieval Bengali literature.
Medieval Bengali Literature II
 To trace the history of Bengali
Language and its development.
 Can reconstruct the cultural
heritage which is depicted in the
Medieval Bengali literature.
 The Ideology of Shri Chaitainydev
generates a new vision among the
students by which they can
provide concrete ideological
aspects in the society.
BEN (M) 204
Memoir
 To focus and understand the two

BEN (M) 205

Third
Semester
(Major)

BEN (M) 305

Fourth
Semester
(Major)

Fifth
Semester
(Major)

great authors and freedom fighter.
 To trace the history of Bengali
Memoir literature.
Children Literature
 To trace the history of Bengali
Children literature.
 Able to introduce with the
psychology of children reflected in
children literature.
BEN (M) 304
HISTORY OF BENGALI LITERATURE
 To trace the history of Bengali
(OLD & MEDIAVEL )
Language and its development.
 Can reconstruct the cultural
heritage which is depicted in the
Old &Medieval Bengali literature.
HISTORY OF BENGALI LITERATURE
 To trace the history of Bengali
(MODERN)
Language and its development.
 Can interpret the socio economic
activities of last 200 years and
organize themselves to build
strong social system. Bengali
literature.
 The students can interpret the
political activities of last 200 years
and organize themselves to build
strong social system.
BEN (M) 404
History of Bengali Language &
 Able to know the history and
Chanda-Alankara
heritage of Bengali Literature
 To know about the development
of Bengali script.
 To explain the different type of
Chanda and Alangkara in Indian
perspective.
 To categories of Chanda and
Alankara.
BEN (M) 405
Modern Poetry
 To trace the development of
Bengali poetry
 To explain the characterization of
ancient Bengali poetry
 To discuss the trend of romantic
and modern poetry through
selected poem
BEN (M) 501

Novel

 To trace about history of Bengali
Novel.
 To draw a outline about the
history of Bengali Novel & Short
stories
 Able to understand the

Sixth
Semester
(Major)

difference between Novel &
Short stories
 To trace about history of Bengali
Novel.
 To draw a outline about the
history of Bengali Novel & Short
stories.
 Able to understand the
difference between Novel &
Short stories
 To trace the history of Bengali
Drama
 To explain about different type
of Bengali Drama
 To illustrate about the future of
Bengali Drama
 To draw an outline traditional
and modern Bengali Drama

BEN (M) 502

Short stories

BEN (M) 503

Drama

BEN (M) 504

Travel Literature

 To trace the history of Bengali
Travel literature.
 To draw an outline traditional
and modern Bengali Travel
literature.

BEN (M) 505

Prose

BEN (M) 506

Extra Prose Literature

BEN (M) 601

Rabindra Literature I (Drama)

BEN (M) 602

Rabindra Literature II (Short story &

 To illustrate history of Bengali
Prose.
 To trace the development of
Bengali Prose.
 Able to write Bengali Language
properly.
 To illustrate history of Bengali
Prose.
 To trace the development of
Bengali Prose.
 Able to write Bengali Language
properly.
 To trace the history of modern
Bengali Drama
 Able to know about the writings
and ideology of World Poet
Rabindranath Tagore.
 Can generate healthy family life
and thus they can be a part of
the process of building a strong
society.
 To trace the history of Bengali

Novel)

First
Semester
MIL (Modern
Indian
Language,
Bengali)

Novel & Short story.
 Able to know about the writings
and ideology of World Poet
Rabindranath Tagore.
 Can generate healthy family life
and thus they can be a part of
the process of building a strong
society.
 To trace the history of literary
criticism
 To explain the different type of
literary theory i.e. classical,
romanticism, modernism,
postmodernism, structuralism.
 To illustrate the theory of Indian
criticism
 Able to understand the history of
Bengali literature of Assam.
 To trace the development of
major trend of Bengali drama in
Assam.
 Able to understand the literature
of neighboring society.

BEN (M) 603

Literary Criticism

BEN (M) 604

Bengali literature of Assam &
literature of neighboring society.

BEN (M) 605

Bengali literature of Assam.

 Able to understand the history of
Bengali literature of Assam.
 To trace the development of
major trend of Bengali drama in
Assam.
 Able to understand the literature
of neighbor and neighboring
society.

BEN (M) 606

Field Study (Project preparation)

 To know how to design a research
project according to relevant
methodologies with knowledge of
different aspect of theoretical and
ethical concerns.
 To analysis the collection of
relevant data.

PAPER 1.1
COURSE 1

Poetry

 To trace the development of
Bengali poetry
 To explain the characterization of
ancient and Medieval poetry
 To discuss the trend of romantic
and modern poetry through

selected poem
Second
Semester
MIL (Modern
Indian
Language,
Bengali)

PAPER 2.1
COURSE 2

Noval & short stories

Third
Semester
MIL (Modern
Indian
Language,
Bengali)

PAPER 3.1
COURSE 3

Farce & Drama

Fourth
Semester
MIL (Modern
Indian
Language,
Bengali)

PAPER 4.1
COURSE 4

Prose & Grammar & Eassey

First
Semester
(Elective
Bengali)

PAPER 1.1
COURSE 1

Medieval Bengali literature -I

Second
Semester
(Elective
Bengali)

PAPER 2.1
COURSE 2

Mediavel Bengali Literature -II

 To trace about history of Bengali
Novel.
 To draw a outline about the
history of Bengali Novel & Short
stories
 Able to understand the
difference between Novel &
Short stories
 To trace the history of Bengali
Drama
 To know explain about different
type of Bengali Drama
 To illustrate about the future of
Bengali Drama
 To know the an outline about
traditional and modern Bengali
Drama
 Able to understand the
difference between Farce &
Drama
 To illustrate history of Bengali
Prose.
 To trace the development of
Bengali language and Grammar.
 Able to write Eassey, Letter &
Application in Bengali.
 Able to write Bengali Language
properly.
 To trace the history and heritage
of Bengali Literature
 Able to know the development of
Bengali language.
 Can reconstruct the cultural
heritage which is depicted in the
Medieval Bengali literature.
 To trace the history of Bengali
Language and its development.
 Can reconstruct the cultural
heritage which is depicted in the
Medieval Bengali literature.
 The Ideology of Shri Chaitainydev
generates a new vision among the
students by which they can

provide a concrete ideological
aspects in the society.
 To trace the history of Bengali
Language and its development.
 Can reconstruct the cultural
heritage which is depicted in the
Old &Medieval Bengali literature.
 To trace the history of Bengali
Language and its development.
 Can interpret the socio economic
activities of last 200 years and
organize themselves to build
strong social system. Bengali
literature.
 The students can interpret the
political activities of last 200 years
and organize themselves to build
strong social system.
 To trace the development of
Bengali Language.
 Able to trace the roots of modern
Phonology and Morphology.
 Comparing the various dialects
with the standard Language, the
students can re-construct and rearrange the use of Standard
language in public conversation,
reading and writing.
 Able to understand the techniques
of using ornaments (Alankar) in
poetry and language.
 Able to understand the classic
beauty of literature.
 Able to read and recite a poem
properly.

Third
Semester
(Elective
Bengali)

PAPER 3.1
COURSE 3

HISTORY OF BENGALI LITERATURE
(OLD & MEDIAVEL )

Fourth
Semester
(Elective
Bengali)

PAPER 4.1
COURSE 4

HISTORY OF BENGALI LITERATURE
(MODERN)

Fifth
Semester
(Elective
Bengali)

PAPER 5.1
COURSE 5

HISTORY OF BENGALI LANGUAGE
AND CHANDA & ALANKAR

PAPER 5.2
COURSE 6

NOVEL & SHORT STORIES

 To trace about history of Bengali
Novel.
 To draw a outline about the
history of Bengali Novel & Short
stories
 Able to understand the
difference between Novel &
Short stories

PAPER 6.1

RABINDRA LITERATURE



Sixth

Able to know about the

Semester
(Elective
Bengali)

COURSE 7

(DRAMA, KABYA, NOVEL, SHORT
STORIES)

PAPER 6.2
COURSE 8

BENGALI LITERATURE OF ASSAM &
LIETERATURE OF NEIGBOURE

writings and ideology of World
Poet Rabindranath Tagore.
 Can generate healthy family
life and thus they can be a
part of the process of building
a strong society.
 Able to understand the history of
Bengali literature of Assam.
 To trace the development of
major trend of Bengali drama in
Assam.
 Able to understand the literature
of neighbor and neighboring
society.
.

COURSE
CODE
SUBJECT

SEMESTER

YEAR

COURSE OUTCOMES
SUB: ECONOMICS (MAJOR)
LALIT CANDRA BHARALI COLLEGE

COURSE OUTCOMES

M 104

Microeconomics-I

M 105

Macro Economics-I
Microeconomics II

M 204

FIRST
SECOND

1. The study of the different approaches applied to maximize profit of the firms helps
the students in acquiring the proper knowledge of revenue and costs.
2. Students shall be able to comprehend the basic economic problem-scarcity and choice
along with the concepts of equilibrium, both stable and unstable.
3. By studying the theory of demand, the students will be able to know the conditions
that need to be fulfilled for consumer’s equilibrium under cardinal and ordinal
approach.
Further, from the study of indifference curve analysis the students will be able to
know on income effect and substitution effect.
4. Different concepts relating to production helps the students to identify least cost input
combination as well as producers’ behaviour.
5. The concept of consumers’ surplus can be applied by the students for different
situations faced in real life.
6. The knowledge of economies and diseconomies of scale enables the students for
starting future venture.
1. The concept of national income and related aggregats, its measures, components help the
students for using national income or social accounts.
2. The theories of output and employment both classical and Keynes enable the students
to understand the various concepts of aggregate demand, aggregate supply and effective
demand along with the model of income determination propounded by Keynes.
3. The study of Keynes consumption function will enable the students to understand the
significance of consumption demand in increasing the national and also the opposite role
of savings in the same as well as different approach effecting the consumption function.
4. Students shall understand the different concepts of investment function, the role of MEC
in promoting investment and determining the volumes of investment through the theory
of accelerator.
5. Students will be able to understand the process of income propagationthrough multiplier
accelerator interaction.
6. The basic economic activities like production, consumption, capital accumulation and
circular flow of income in a two-sector economy helped the students to know the role
of these concepts for applying in different economic areas.
1. The different issues and theories of welfare economics enable the students to understand
how the welfare of an economy can be maximized.
2. The various concepts of financial micro economics helped the students for evaluating a
project and to know the role of cost-benefit analysis for applying in real situations.
3. The students shall be able to understand the theories wage determination in the different
types market forms in product and factor market.
4. The students shall be able to understand the concept of different market structure and
determination of prices in said markets.
5. The study of marginal productivity theory enables the students about the maximization
of output at the lowest cost and higher income to various firms.
6. The students shall be able to know the concepts of selling cost and product differentiation
in monopolistic competition and thus acquire knowledge of prevailing market structure.

Macro Economics-II
Elementary Mathematics for

M 205
M 304
M 305

THIRD

1. The students will be able to know the liquidity preference theory of Keynes to
determining the rate of interest in the short period.
2. The students will know the concept of IS-LM and its implications in policy making.
3. The concept of business cycle-its characteristics, phases and different theories helped the
students to know the ups and downs of business activities.
4. The transaction and cash balance approach helped the students to understand the
relationship between the quantity of money in circulation and the price level as well as
different other functions.
5. The students will be able to understand the concept, impact and different types of
inflation as well as several theories, which ultimately helped them to identify of prices
and its effects.
1. The concepts of sets, relations and functions will enable students to understand and
identify the different types of functions between the different economic variables.
2. The students shall be able to understand the implications of continuous change of a
variable on a function from the concept of limit which is the basis of further studies in
calculus.
3. The study of matrices and the different concepts involved will enable students to
formulate and solve economic models containing large number of variables.
4. The students shall be able to practically solve market, national income models and inputoutput models using the knowledge of matrices.
5. The knowledge of differential calculus shall enable students to understand the meaning
of marginal functions like marginal utility, marginal cost, marginal revenue etc.
6. The knowledge of integral calculus shall enable students to derive the total function from
a given marginal function.
1. This paper enables the students to know the concept of money, its supply and different
components of money supply formulated by RBI.
2. The students will be able to acquire knowledge of the meaning and functions of
commercial banks, preparation of balance sheet, and process of credit creation.
3. The knowledge of different functions and methods of credit control helps the students
to understand the different activities performed by said bank.
4. The students will be able to understand the objective of monetary policy and the
promotional role of a central bank, R.B.I. in particular in a developing country.
5. The knowledge of financial system can be acquired by studying the meaning
constituents and functions etc.
Further, the students will be able to comprehend the role of stock market in economic
development of a developing country and different stock indices.
6. The knowledge of money market and capital market enable the students to know the
importance of financial system in the present day world.

THIRD
FIFTH

FOURTH
M 501

M 405

M 404
Elements of Public Finance

Introduction to Development

Mathematical Application in

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

The knowledge of integration and definite integral shall enable the students to
understand the conditions of steady growth as in Domar’s growth model.
Students shall be able to numerically measure the consumer’s and producer’s surplus
using definite integral for different demand and supply functions.
The knowledge of differentiation, total differentiation and partial differentiation will
enable students solve various optimizing problems in economics.
The concept of absolute and global optima shall help students to solve unconstrained
optimization problems of maxima and minima.
The concept of linear programming enable students to understand the concept of
constrained optimisation problems in economics.
The knowledge of game theory shall make the students understand the possible
solutions to oligopoly market in the presence of both co-operative and competitive
firms.
The students shall be able to understand meaning and different measures of economic
development, indicators of development and more precisely the concept of HDI, which
is commonly used to determine development status of a country.
The knowledge of different obstacles to development of developing countries enable
the students to acquire for overcoming the said obstacles.
Students will be able to understand the meaning of economic growth, its sources. The
knowledge of capital output ratio helps the students in taking appropriate decision
making in real life.
Students will be able to gather knowledge of different theories of economic growth, both
classical and modern economists.
The theories of persistence of underdevelopment can be acquired by studying the theory
of vicious circle of poverty.
The strategies of development-balanced and unbalanced helped the students to choose
the appropriate strategy for economic development of developing countries.
Students will be able to comprehend the knowledge of nature and scope of public finance,
the role of public finance and the principles of public finance. Further, they will be able
to understand the distinction between public and private goods.
Public revenue is a vital component of government. The knowledge of public revenue
can be acquired by the students by knowing its types and sources.
Public expenditure plays an important role in welfare state like India. The knowledge of
different segments of public expenditure like classification, canons etc. can be acquired
by the students.
Students are able to know the importance of public expenditure in a developing economy
and also its effects.
By studying division of public debt, its burden, and repayment of public debt, students
will comprehend the knowledge of public debt.

Basic Statistics (for BA)
Introduction to Econometrics (for B.Sc.)
Introduction to Environmental

M 502
M 502
M 503

FIFTH

THIRD

1. The knowledge of measures of central tendency and dispersion shall help students in
understanding the different sets of data and spread or variability of data.
2. The knowledge of the different measures of central tendency and dispersion shall
enable students in proper comparison among different sets of data.
3. The knowledge of correlation and regression is of core importance to the study of
economics. Correlation analysis shall help students in identifying the relationship
between economic variables.
4. Regression analysis shall help students in identifying the correct functional form of
relationship among variables.
5. Regression analysis shall help students to estimate unknown values of one variable from
known values of another variable which will assist.
6. Uncertainty is core to all social sciences including economics. The knowledge of
probability and the related tools as such shall help students make informed judgments
based on the pattern of data at hand.
1. The knowledge of statistical distribution will help students in identifying the pattern of
occurrences of any uncertain event and predict such future occurrences.
2. The knowledge of statistical hypothesis testing shall help students understand whether
that hypothesis on some characteristics of a sample should be retained or rejected. This
is crucial to any statistical investigation based on sampling.
3. Students shall be able to understand the stochastic nature of relationships between
economic variables and how to frame models based on such stochastic relationship.
4. The knowledge of OLS method of estimation shall enable students to estimate linear
regression models and also learn the benefits of OLS as well as instances when OLS can’t
be used.
5. Students shall be able to understand the different issues of estimation which is core to
studies based on sampling.
6. The knowledge of confidence intervals the errors of estimation etc. shall help students in
decision making based on sampling analysis.
1. The concept of economic-environment interaction occupies a significant place in modern
day economics. This concept can be grapsped by the students by studying the said topic.
2. Students shall be able to understand the various causes of market failure and various
resources to be adopted in such cases.
3. The study of ‘tragedy of commons’ shall enable students to understand the status of
common property resources and the challenges faced in preserving the same.
4. The C & C and economic incentives based approaches shall make students understand
the various methods to control pollution and the merits and disadvantages of each.
5. Students shall be able to know the various global environmental issues affecting us, their
causes and consequences.
6. Climate change poses a great challenge to all environmentalists, government and the
world at large. Students shall be able to understand the causes, consequences and steps
to mitigate this problem.

THIRD
THIRD

FIFTH
M 506

M 505

M 504
Policy and the Indian Economy

History of Economic Thought-I

International Trade and Policy

1. Students shall understand how international trade occurs between countries from the
study of the Ricardian trade theory and the H-O trade theory.
2. The study of terms trade will enable students to understand various core issues of
international trade and the benefits to a country from the same.
3. Students shall learn about offer curves which are an important tool of analysis in
international trade.
4. Students shall be able to judge whether international trade work in favour of economic
growth or is detrimental to the same.
5. Students shall learn about the meaning, importance and disadvantages of free trade and
various restrictive measures to the including tariff and non-tariff measures. These play a
crucial role in international trade.
6. Tariff and import quotas are very significant in trade between countries affecting
international prices and the countries welfare. Students shall be able to understand their
effects from the study of the partial equilibrium analysis.
1. Students will be capable of harnessing knowledge about 15th and 16th century state of
social, political and economic factors acting on the available resources to garner power,
wealth and prosperity.
2. The study of this paper will help the students to gather knowledge about the pattern,
extent and components of trade in 17th and 18th century in Europe. This will help the
readers to organize and sustain trade and commerce in real life.
3. The study of taxation in the 17th, 18th centuries will be highly favourable to the students
to know about the various components, its effects, impact of taxation policy.
So, it will help in efficient tax management in the days to come.
4. Study of this paper will be highly beneficial to the students in the sense that, it will give
a lot of indepth ideas on sustainable development through maintenances of natural order
and preservation of natural resources and its rational use.
5. The study of division of labour, specialization will be helpful for the students for
execution the knowledge in different future projects.
6. Study of Malthusian theory of population will enable the students to collect data on
population and (demographic parameters) for their future act of policy making
knowledge to the government if required by the government.
7. Learners will be in a position to gather knowledge on the theory of value, which will give
them an in-depth view of value judgement in society.
1. Students shall be able to gather the knowledge of the basic characteristics of Indian
economy and the trend and composition of NI and PCI.
2. Students will be able to acquire the knowledge of basic demographic features and
occupational distribution of population of our country.
3. The knowledge of the glaring problem like poverty, inequality, unemployment of our
country can be acquired by the students by studying the said terms.
4. Students will be able to understand the role of agriculture in economic development of
India and the different causes of low productivity in India.
5. The concepts of land reform measures, its impact, green revolution, food security and
public distribution system can be gathered by studying the chapter of agriculture.
6. Students will be able to comprehend the concept of MSME and the role of
industrialization in economic development of our country.

Public Economics
Applied Statistics (for B.A.)
Econometric Methods (for

M 601
M 602
M 602

SIXTH
SIXTH

THIRD

1. The knowledge of canons of taxation, principles and different types of taxes can be
acquired by the students by going through the chapter of taxation.
2. Students shall be able to know the concept of taxable capacity and the different factors
determining this capacity.
3. Taxation being the largest source of revenue to the government, students will be able to
understand its role in a developing economy along with the characteristics of a good tax
system.
4. Students will be able to know concept of budget, types, classification, implementation as
well as performance of government budget.
5. Students shall learn meaning, objectives and other components of fiscal policy and its
importance in developing countries.
6. By studying fiscal federalism students will be able to know the principles of division of
financial resources, inter-governmental resource transfer, horizontal and vertical fiscal
balance as well as briefly know about on the finance commission of India.
1. The study of index numbers is particularly useful as they measure the changes in different
variables that affect the general economic and business activities. So students shall be
able to judge the trend and future changes of such variables.
2. Index numbers is of much significance in formulating policies. These are broadly used
by government as well as industrial and business concerns. Thus, students shall be
benefitted in the light from the knowledge of index numbers and its construction.
3. Vital statistics is indispensable in the planning and evaluation of economic and social
development programmes of the government. Moreover, for various administrative
purposes the computations of various vital statistics of crude birth rate, crude death rate,
fertility rate etc. are done. So, the knowledge of vital statistics is paramount importance
to students.
4. The complete enumeration of any given population is either not possible or economically
not feasible. As such sample studies are important. The knowledge of sampling, its
various types and the associated aspects in sampling shall help students in future to adopt
a sample that well represents the population. This is crucial to any statistical
investigation.
5. Students shall be able to identify trends, cycles and seasonal fluctuations in data using
knowledge of time series analysis.
6. Time series data shall also enable students to forecast future values of variables.
1. The concepts autocorrelation, multicollinearity and hetroscedasticity will help students
in formulating appropriate regression models for further statistical investigation.
2. The knowledge of autocorrelation, multicollinearity and hetroscedasticity will help
students understand the consequences of applying OLS method of estimation and as well
as the remedial measures to be adopted in such instances.
3. The knowledge of lagged model will help students formulate appropriate models for
estimation in presence of lagged variable.
4. The study of dummy variables will enable students incorporate such variables in to
regression models for further estimation.
5. The knowledge of time series will help students identify trends in data as well as the
presence of seasonal and cyclical fluctuations.
6. Students shall be able to forecast future data from the study of time series analysis.

Economics of Natural Resources and
International Economics
History of Economic

M 603
M 604
M 605

SIXTH

THIRD

1. Students shall know about natural resources and the various types of natural resources as
well as the resource taxonomy of non-renewable resources.
2. The study of non-renewable resource extraction will enable students to understand the
optimal extraction path for the same, the cause of the presence of user cost in such types
of resources and the cause of augmented marginal cost for such resource.
3. The students shall be able to understand the backstop, the role played by same in
determination of prices of non-renewable resources.
4. Students shall understand that even renewable resources are exhaustible and the concept
of sustainable yield in case of the same.
5. Sustainable development is the need of the hour. Students shall learn about the
environment development interlinkage, the rules for sustainability and the indicators of
the same.
6. Students shall understand the meaning of IEEA (Integrated economic and environment
accounting) and Green GDP.
1. Students shall be able to understand the meaning of international economics and why it
is treated as a separate branch of economics.
2. Students shall be able to comprehend the nature and scope of international economics.
3. Students shall be able to know the meaning and components of BOP and the various
measures that may be adopted to correct BOP disequilibrium.
4. Students shall be able to know the meaning and functions of foreign exchange market
and the determination of exchange rate.
5. Economic integration is a post-world war phenomenon which is considered to be a step
to promote free trade and world peace. Students shall know about its meaning, the
different forms and the advantages and disadvantages of economic integration.
6. Students shall be able to know about the objectives behind the formation of the world
institutions viz. IMF, IBRD and WTO and their function.
1. Study of this paper will enlighten the students about the demand and availability of
supply for goods which give the value of goods and its value imputation.
2. Avid readers of this paper enable them about the pros and cons of the theory of interest,
which will be helpful in their real life.
3. Study of this paper will give a comprehensive idea on welfare economics, which will
definitely help the students in understanding welfare in the economy.
4. Study of this paper gives an idea on ancient administration forwarded by Kautilya.
5. This paper throws light on colonial exploitation of resources during British Raj, which
will be highly helped the students in their practical life.
6. Study of this paper will enable the students to garner knowledge on Gandhian economy,
decentralization in lucid manner.

Planning for Development:

M 606

SIXTH

THIRD

1. Students shall be able to understand the meaning of planning, its types and overview of
strategy and goals of planning in India during pre and post liberalization period.
2. Students will be able to know about globalization, its nature and impacts on the
economy.
3. Study of this paper will enable the students to know on Foreign Direct Investment and
Foreign Institutional/Portfolio Investment (FPI).
4. Students will able to know the performance of development indicators of North-East
India in comparison with national average.
5. Study of this paper will enable the students to know on slow growth of industrialization
in North-East India.
6. Students will know on shifting cultivation and its consequences on environment.
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COURSE OUTCOMES
SUB: ECONOMICS (ELECTIVE)

COURSE OUTCOMES
1. The students will be able to know the concept of
equilibrium in economics.
2. The study of the different approaches applied to maximize
1. The concept of national income and related aggregates, its
measures, components help the students for using national
income or social accounts.
1. This paper enables the students to know the concept of money,
its supply and different components of money supply
formulated by RBI.
1. Students shall be able to gather the knowledge of the basic
characteristics of Indian economy and the trend and
composition of NI and PCI.
1. Students will be able to comprehend the concept of public
finance, distinction between public finance and private
finance and public goods and private goods.
1. The students shall be able to understand meaning and different
measures of economic development, indicators of
development and more precisely the concept of HDI, which
1. Students shall be able to understand the meaning of
international economics and why it is treated as a separate
branch of economics.
1. Students shall be able to understand the meaning of planning,
its types and overview of strategy and goals of planning in
India during pre and post liberalization period.

Education Major- 1st semester
Paper – 1.01 (Foundation of Educational Theories and Principles)
GENERAL OBJECTIVES
1. To be able acquainted with scientific and sound principles of
education.
2. To understand the concept, nature and scope of education.

STUDENTS LEARNING OUTCOMES
1. The students will interpret the scientific concept and sound
principles of education.
2. The students will justify the concept, nature and scope of
education.

3. To gain knowledge about different aims of education.

3. The students will be able to reproduce about different aims of
education.

4. To be familiarized with different dimensions of education such
as learner, the teacher and the curriculum.

4. Students will be able to generalize the different dimensions of
education such as learner, the teacher and the curriculum.

5. To acquire knowledge about the concept of discipline and
freedom.

5. The students will be able to recall or define the general concept
of discipline and freedom.

6 .To create awareness among the students about the latest
trends and current educational thoughts.

6. The students will be able to manipulate about the latest trends
and current educational thoughts.

Major – 1st semester
Paper -1.02 (Educational psychology)

GENERAL OBJECTIVES
1. To enable the students to understand the relation between
education and psychology and different methods of
educational psychology.
2. To enable the students to understand the learning process,
memory, attention, instinct and emotions.

STUDENTS LEARNING OUTCOMES
1. The students will be able to identify the relation between
education and psychology and different methods of
educational psychology.
2. Students will justify the concept and ideas of learning
process, memory, attention, instinct and emotion.

3. To acquaint the students with the concept of personality,
type and trait theories.

3 .Students will reproduce about the concept of personality,
type and trait theories.

4. To understand the concept of intelligence nature and
different theories.

4. Students will judge the meaning of intelligence nature and
different theories.

5. To understand the nature of creative talent and processes
and of creative individuals and the implication of identifying
and nurturing such talent.
6. To enable the students to understand the concept and
process of adjustment and mental health and hygiene.

5. Students will be contrast the nature of creative talent and
processes and of creative individuals and the implications of
identifying and nurturing such talent.
6. Students will be able to indicate the process of adjustment
and mental health and hygiene.

General – 1st semester
Paper-1.01 (Foundation of Educational Theories and Principles)

GENERAL OBJECTIVES
1. To be able acquainted with scientific and sound principles of
education.
2. To understand the concept, nature and scope of education.
3. To gain knowledge about different aims of education.
4. To be familiarized with different dimensions of education such
as learner, the teacher and the curriculum.
5. To acquire knowledge about the concept of discipline and
freedom.
6 .To expose the students to modern trends of educationparticularly value education.

STUDENTS LEARNING OUTCOMES
1. The students will be able to recognize the scientific concept
and sound principles of education.
2. The students will recall the concept, nature and scope of
education.
3. The students will be able to justify the different aims of
education.
4. Students will be able to generalize the different dimensions of
education such as learner, the teacher and the curriculum.
5. The students will be able to recall or define the general
concept of discipline and freedom.
6. The students will be able to describe the latest trends of
education particularly value education.

MAJOR - 2nd Semester
PAPER –2.01 (Development of Education in India )

GENERAL OBJECTIVES
1. To acquaint the students with the ancient and medieval
system of education in India.
2. To enable the students to understand the development of
education in Assam.

STUDENTS LEARNING OUTCOMES
1. Students will be able to recognize the ancient and medieval
system of education in India.
2. Students will be able to justify the development of education
in Assam.

3. To help the students to understand or synthesis the
development of education in India during the British period.
4. To acquaint the students with the development of education
in India during post independence period.
5. To enable the students to understand the importance of
commissions of education.
6. To gain knowledge about the constitutional provision of
Indian education.
7. To acquire brief knowledge about the growth of national
development.

3. Students will be able to derive the development of education
in India during the British period.
4. Students will be able to underline the development of
education in India during post independence period.
5. Students will indicate about the importance of commissions
of education.
6. Students will state the constitutional provision of Indian
education.
7. Students will be able to measure the growth of national
development.

MAJOR- 2nd semester
PAPER – 2.02 (Sociological Foundation of Education)
GENERAL OBJECTIVES
1. To acquaint the students with education as a social process.

STUDENTS LEARNING OUTCOMES
1. Students will recognize the education as a social process.

2. To inculcate the knowledge of education from the social
perspectives.

2. Students will be able to justify the concept of education from
the social perspectives.

3. To understand education as a determinant of social change and
development.

3. Students will be able to justify the education as a determinant
of social change and development.

4. To develop social habits and attitudes of the students and to
make them social adjustment.

4. Students will be able to contrast social habits and attitudes of
the students and to make them social adjustment.

GENERAL – 2nd semester
PAPER –2.01(Educational Psychology)
GENERAL OBJECTIVES
1. To enable the students to understand the relation between
education and psychology and different methods of educational
psychology.
2. To enable the students to understand the learning process,
memory, attention, instinct and emotions.

STUDENTS LEARNING OUTCOMES
1. The students will be able to identify the relation between
education and psychology and different methods of educational
psychology.
2. Students will justify the concept and ideas of learning process,
memory, attention, instinct and emotion.

3. To acquaint the students with the concept of personality, type
and trait theories.

3 .Students will reproduce about the concept of personality,
type and trait theories.

4. To understand the concept of intelligence nature and
different theories.

4. Students will judge the meaning of intelligence nature and
different theories.

MAJOR – 3rd Semester
PAPER – 3.01 (Emerging issues and education)
GENERAL OBJECTIVES
1. To acquaint the learner with the emerging issues in
education.
2. To develop awareness and understanding about different
literary programmes, women empowerment, human rights,
globalization, vocationalization of secondary education.
3. To develop in students basic understanding regarding
students indiscipline – its cause and remedies.
4. To acquaint the students about need and importance of
national integration and international understanding and the
role of education in promoting them.
5. To give students knowledge on life skill education – its
meaning and importance.

STUDENTS LEARNING OUTCOMES
1.The students will be able to acquainted with the emerging
issues in education.
2. The students will be able to understand and thereby became
aware of development of literary programmes, women
empowerment, human rights, globalization, vocationalization
of secondary education.
3. The students will be able to develop concept of student’s
indiscipline- its cause and remedies.
4. . The students will be acquainted with national integration
and international understanding and the role of education in
promoting them
5. The students will be able to attain knowledge on life skill
education – its meaning and importance.

6. To develop understanding about concept, importance,
methods and programmes of peace education.

6. The students will be able to understand concept,
importance, methods and programmes of peace education

MAJOR – 3rd semester
PAPER – 3.02(Measurement and Evaluation in Education )

GENERAL OBJECTIVES

STUDENTS LEARNING OUTCOMES

1.To help the students to acquire knowledge of the concept of
measurement and evaluation in education

1. Students will be acquainted with concept of measurement and
evaluation in education

2.To develop understanding of different types of educational
tests and their uses

2. Students will be able to identify different educational tests and
their uses

3.To acquaint the students with the characteristics of a good
measuring instrument and the procedure of constructing
educational and psychological tests

3. Students will be acquainted with the characteristics of a good
measuring instrument and procedure of constructing educational
and psychological tests

4. To acquaint the students with intelligence test, personality
test, aptitude, interest and attitude test and educational
achievement test

4. Students will be able to identify intelligence test, personality test,
aptitude, interest and attitude test and educational achievement
test

5. To help the students in knowing the differences between
intelligence test, personality test, aptitude, interest and
attitude test and educational achievement test.

5. Students will be able to justify the differences between
intelligence test, personality test, aptitude, interest and attitude
test and educational achievement test.

6.To enable the students to understand about new trends in
evaluation.

6. Students will be able to justify the new trends in evaluation
process.

GENERAL – 3rd semester

PAPER – 3.01 (Development of Education in India )

GENERAL OBJECTIVES

STUDENTS LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. To acquaint the students with the ancient and medieval
system of education in India.

1. Students will be able to recognize the ancient and medieval
system of education in India.

2. To enable the students to understand the development of
education in Assam.

2. Students will be able to justify the development of education
in Assam.

3. To help the students to understand or synthesis the
development of education in India during the British period.

3. Students will be able to derive the development of education
in India during the British period.

4. To acquaint the students with the development of education
in India during post independence period.

4. Students will be able to underline the development of
education in India during post independence period.

5. To enable the students to understand the importance of
commissions of education.

5. Students will indicate about the importance of commissions
of education.

6. To gain knowledge about the constitutional provision of
Indian education.

6. Students will state the constitutional provision of Indian
education.

7. To acquire brief knowledge about the growth of national
development.

7. Students will be able to measure the growth of national
development.

MAJOR – 4th Semester
PAPER – 4.01 (Educational Technology)

GENERAL OBJECTIVES

STUDENTS LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. To enable the students to understand the concept and scope
and objectives of Educational Technology.

1.The students will be able to derive the concept and scope and
objectives of Educational Technology.

2. To acquaint the students about teaching technology,
behavioral technology and instructional technology.

2. The students will be able to recognize about the teaching
technology, behavioral technology and instructional
technology.

3. To make the students understand about communication
process, teaching aids, system approach and use of computer
and internet in educational technology.

3. The students will be able to justify the communication
process, teaching aids, system approach and use of computer
and internet in educational technology.

4. To acquaint the students with innovations in education
through Educational Technology, Team teaching, E-Learning
and E-Library.

4. The students will be able to recall the new trends in
education through Educational Technology, Team teaching, ELearning and E-Library.

MAJOR – 4th Semester
PAPER – 4.02 (Environmental Education and population Education)

GENERAL OBJECTIVES

STUDENTS LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. To enable the students to understand the concept, scope and
importance of environmental education.

1. The students will be able to justify the concept, scope and
importance of environmental education.

2. To enable the students to understand the programmes of
environmental education at different levels of education.

2. The students will be able to underline the programmes of
environmental education at different levels of education.

3. To make the students aware of environmental stressors and
knowledge on disaster management education.

3. The students will be able to manipulate about the awareness
of environmental stressors and knowledge on disaster
management education.

GENERAL -4th semester
PAPER – 4.01 (Sociological Foundation of Education)

GENERAL OBJECTIVES

STUDENTS LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. To acquaint the students with education as a social process.

1. Students will recognize the education as a social process.

2. To inculcate the knowledge of education from the social
perspectives.

2. Students will be able to justify the concept of education from
the social perspectives.

3. To understand education as a determinant of social change
and development.

3. Students will be able to justify the education as a determinant
of social change and development.

4. To develop social habits and attitudes of the students and to
make them social adjustment.

4. Students will be able to contrast social habits and attitudes of
the students and to make them social adjustment.

Major Course
Paper :5.01 ( Philosophy of Education)
Objectives
1)To make students understand how philosophical
ideas have influenced educational ideas.
2)To acquire knowledge about Naturalism.
3)To acquire knowledge about Idealism.
4) To acquire knowledge about Pragmatism.
5)To familiarize with the Vedic philosophy.
6)To familiarize the significance of democracy

LEARNING OUTCOME OF STUDENTS
1 The students will be able to create an
understanding about philosophy and education.
2)The students will plan a programme to reflect
the ideologies of Naturalism in reality.
3)The students will be able to generate knowledge
about idealism.
4 The students will justify the importance of
pragmatism.
5) The students will be able to interprete Vedic
education.
6) The students will be able to justify the need of
democracy in India.

PAPER :5.02 major (Educational thinkers—Oriental and Occidental)
Objectives
1)To enable the students to understand the
philosophy of life of different educational thinkers
like Rousseau ,John Dewey and John Henrich
Pestalozzi.
2) To enable the students to understand the
philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi,Swami Vivekananda
and Rabindranath Tagore.

LEARNING OUTCOME OF STUDENTS
1 The students will be able to understand the great
educational thinkers like Rousseau ,John Dewey
and John Henrich Pestalozzi.
2) The students will be able to understand the
philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi, Swami
Vivekananda and Rabindranath Tagore.

Paper:5.03 (Teacher Education Major Course)
Objectives
1)To acquaint the learner with the concept , aims,

LEARNING OUTCOME OF STUDENTS
1)The learner will understand the concept ,

scope and development of teacher education in
India.
2)To develop understanding about the different
policies and practices and quality assurance in
Teacher Education along with the needs and
importance of in-service training programmes.
3)To acquaint the learner with skilled based and
competency based teacher education.
4)To develop understanding about professional
ethics and accountability of teacher.

aims,scope and development of teacher education
in India.
2)The students will learn about policies and
practices and quality assurance in Teacher
Education along with the needs and importance of
in-service training programmes.
3)The students will learn about skilled based and
competency based teacher education.
4)The students will learn about professional ethics
and accountability of teacher.

5)To acquaint the learner with different
organizations involved in teacher education.

5) The learner will be able to compare various
organizations involved in teacher education.

Paper:5.04 ( Teaching –learning method and pedagogy)
1)To acquaint the students with the teaching
learning process ,the principles,maxims
fundamental of teaching.
2)To develop an understanding of the various
methods and devices of teaching.
3)To acquaint students with levels,strategies and
models of teaching.
4)To understand about teaching effectiveness and
classroom management.
5)To develop a positive attitude towards the
teaching profession.

1)The students will be able to apply the knowledge
to find out the solution for real life problems.
2)The students will be able to evaluate the
performance of various methods and devices of
teaching.
3)The students will be able to understand
levels,strategies and models of teaching.
4) )The students will be able to understand
levels,strategies and models of teaching.
5) The students will be able to produce a positive
attitude towards the teaching profession.

Paper 5.05 ( Statistics in Education Paper:5.05 major course)
Objective

1)To recognize different statistics in education
and measures of central tendency.
2)To explain different graphical presentation of
data.
3)To apply the knowledge about measures of
variability.
4)To compare various measures of relative
position.
5)To familiarize the students about Normal
probability curve and its application in education.

LEARNING OUTCOME OF STUDENTS

1)Able to recognize different statistics in education
and measures of Central Tendency.
2)Able to explain different presentation of data.
3)Able to apply the knowledge in research .
4)Able to compare various measures of relative
position.
5)Able to evaluate the performance of various
statistics.

Paper 5.06 ( Practical )
Objective

1)To enable the students to understand the
concept of experimental psychology.
2)To understand the methods of conducting
various psychological experiments and tests.
3)To develop scientific attitude amongst students.

LEARNING OUTCOME OF STUDENTS

1)The students will understand the concept of
experimental psychology.
2)The students will be able to compare various
methods of conducting different psychological
experiments and tests.
3)The students will be able to explain the
importance of scientific attitude in the modern
world.

GENERAL COURSE

5.01 ( Emerging Issues and educaton)
objective

1)To acquaint the learner with emerging issues in
education.
2)To develop awareness and understanding about
different literacy programmes ,women
empowerment, Human rights, globalization
,vocationalization of secondary education.
3)To develop in students basic understanding
regarding students indiscipline-its causes and
remedies.
4)To acquaint the students about the need and
importance of national integration and
International understanding and the role of
education in promoting them.

LEARNING OUTCOME OF STUDENTS

1) The learner will be able to understand about
emerging issues in education.
2) Able to understand about different literacy
programmes ,women empowerment, Human
rights, globalization ,vocationalization of
secondary education
3) The students will understand about students
indiscipline-its causes and remedies.
4)The students will evaluate the need and
importance of national integration and
International understanding and the role of
education in promoting them.

Paper 5.02 ( Educational Measurement and Educational Statistics)

Objective

LEARNING OUTCOME OF STUDENTS

1)To help the students to acquire knowledge of
the concept of measurement and evaluation in
education.
2)To develop an understanding of different types
of educational tests and their uses.
3)To acquaint the students with the characteristics
of a good measuring instrument and the
procedure of constructing educational and
psychological tests.
4)To help the students to be acquainted with the
concept and application of statistics in Education.

1) The students will be able to acquire knowledge
of the concept of measurement and evaluation in
education.
2)The students will compare different types of
educational tests and their uses.
3) The students will evaluate the characteristics of
a good measuring instrument and the procedure
of constructing educational and psychological
tests.
4) The students will be able to apply statistics in
Education

MAJOR COURSES
Paper:6.01 ( Developmental Psychology)
Objective

LEARNING OUTCOME OF STUDENTS

1)To enable the students to understand the basic
concepts relating to development.
2)To acquaint the students about heredity and
environmental factors affecting pre-natal
development.
3)To enable the students to understand pre-natal
development.
4)To enable the students to understand the
developmental aspects of adolescence,
importance of adolescence period and problems
associated with this stage.

Paper -6.02

1)The students will be able to learn the basic
concepts relating to development.
2)Able to compare heredity and environmental
factors affecting pre-natal development.
3)Able to interpret pre-natal development.
4)Able to elaborate the developmental aspects of
adolescence, importance of adolescence period
and problems associated with this stage.

(Continuing Education and Distance Education major course)

Objective

LEARNING OUTCOME OF STUDENTS

1)To enable the students to understand the
concept of continuing education and its relevance
to the changing society.
2)To acquaint the students with methods and
techniques of continuing education.
3)To make the students understand the
development of Adult Education in India, kinds of
Adult Education Programme in India and the major
problems conform ting adult education.

1)Able to create an understanding about the
concept of continuing education and its relevance
to the changing society.
2)able to apply methods and techniques of
continuing education.
3)able to create an understanding about the
development of Adult Education in India, kinds of
Adult Education Programme in India and the major
problems conform ting adult education.

4)To enable the students to understand the

4)able to create an understanding about the

meaning ,characteristics, merits and demerits of
distance education and its growth in India.
5)To acquaint the students with the different
forms of instructional strategies in distance
education along with the distance mode of
learning.

meaning ,characteristics, merits and demerits of
distance education and its growth in India
5)will be able to compare different forms of
instructional strategies in distance education along
with the distance mode of learning.

Paper 6.03( Special Education paper)
Objective
1)To help the students to understand the meaning
and importance of special education.
2)To acquaint the students with the different
governmental policies and legislations regarding
persons with disabilities.
3)To familiarize the students with different types
of special children with their behavioural
characteristics.
4)To enable the students to know about the
different issues ,education of different types of
special children with their behavioural
characteristics.

LEARNING OUTCOME OF STUDENTS
1)Will be able to understand the meaning and
importance of special education.
2) will be acquainted with the different
governmental policies and legislations regarding
persons with disabilities
3)will be able to compare different types of special
children with their behavioural characteristics.
4)able to know about the different issues,
education of different types of special children
with their behavioural characteristics.

Paper 6.04 (Guidance and counselling)
Objective
1)To enable the students to understand the
concept, nature, scope, need and importance of
guidance.
2)To enable the students to understand the
meaning, purpose and functions of different types
of guidance.
3)To enable the students to understand about the
different types of guidance programme and their
organization.
4)To enable the students to understand the
meaning,nature,objectives,need and
importance,types,steps and techniques to
counseling.
5)To enable the students to understand the
relationship of guidance and counseling,their

LEARNING OUTCOME OF STUDENTS
1)The students will be able to understand the
concept, nature, scope, need and importance of
guidance.
2)able to understand the meaning, purpose and
functions of different types
3)The students will be able to elaborate the
different types of guidance programme and their
organization.
4) The students will be able to elaborate the
meaning,nature,objectives,need and
importance,types,steps and techniques to
counseling.
5) To enable the students to justify the
relationship of guidance and counseling,their

problems and ways for improvement.
6)To enable the students to understand the role of
school counsellor and qualities of a good
counsellor.

problems and ways for improvement.
6)To enable the students to explain the role of
school counsellor and qualities of a good
counsellor.

Paper 6.05( Educational Management and Administration)

Objective
1)To enable the students to understand the basic
concepts of management,organization and
administration.
2)To provide knowledge on Types,Principles and
Functions of educational Management.
3)To infuse knowledge on educational supervision
,institutional planning and educational
administrative structure of India in general an
Assam in particular.

LEARNING OUTCOME OF STUDENTS
1 The students will be elaborate basic concepts
of management,organization and administration.
2 The students will be able to to justify the basic
concepts of management,organization and
administration.
3) The students will be able to tell about
educational supervision ,institutional planning and
educational administrative structure of India in
general an Assam in particular.

6.06 (PROJECT WORK)
Objective
1)To prepare a project in order to understand
research methodology.

LEARNING OUTCOME OF STUDENTS
1)Students will be able to understand research
methodology.

General course
Paper :6.01( Educational technology)

Objective
1)To enable the students to understand the
concept and scope and objectives of Educational
Technology.
2)To acquaint the students about teaching
technology, behavioural technology and
instructional technology.
3)To make the students understand about
communication process ,teaching aids ,system
approach and use of computer and internet in

LEARNING OUTCOME OF STUDENTS
1)The students will understand concept and scope
and objectives of Educational Technology.
2) The students will interpret about teaching
technology, behavioural technology and
instructional technology
3) ) The students will elaborate about
communication process ,teaching aids ,system
approach and use of computer and internet in

educational technology.

educational technology.

PAPER6.02( ENVIRONMENTAL AND POPULATION EDUCATION)

PAPER – 6.02 (Environmental Education and population Education)

GENERAL OBJECTIVES

STUDENTS LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. To enable the students to understand the concept, scope and
importance of environmental education.

1. The students will be able to justify the concept, scope and
importance of environmental education.

2. To enable the students to understand the programmes of
environmental education at different levels of education.

2. The students will be able to underline the programmes of
environmental education at different levels of education.

3. To make the students aware of environmental stressors and
knowledge on disaster management education.

3. The students will be able to manipulate about the awareness
of environmental stressors and knowledge on disaster
management education.

Paper – I (HINDI KAVYA DHARA) (Poetry)
General Objectives
1.

Able to feel the inner 1.
sense of poetry

Students (Learning outcomes)
The students

will

immediately

interact with the inner sense of the
verses with his inner mind.

2.

Able to explain method of 2.

Able

to

explain

the

various

persons and position

position,

it

can

change

the

downward position to an upward
position.
3.

To gain knowledge about 3.

Able to reproduce about different

different aims of poetry.

aims of poetry.

4. To

acquire

about

knowledge 4. The student will be able to generalize

the

sensitive

on

classroom

impacts

the various impacts on poetry.

students
5.

To

understand

the 5.

concepts, nature, sense

The student will able to create
concepts, nature etc.

and scope

Paper – II (HINDI KATHA SAHITYA) (Story)
General Objectives
1.

Story has an immense 1.

Students (Learning outcomes)
Student able to highlights of class

impact on student
2.

An

attempt

to

room deliberating.
better 2. Student able to assemble various

understand oneself or one

report of connected events or

situation

spoken words.

3. Story telling
digest

allows

important

to 3.
for

Able to analyze the important of
people from to story to story.

people to tell their stories.

4.

Teaches many important
values

4. Able to learn such as listening, respect
and empathy which are necessary
day to day life.

5.

Describes the social and
cultural activity

5. The student determine various
activity ring strategies, which are
shared

as

a

means

of

entertainment, education, cultural
preservation.

Paper – III (HINDI NIBANDH SAHITYA)
General Objectives
1) Can generalize a piece of

Students (Learning outcomes)
1) Able to learn and generalize about a

writing

piece of writing that gives the
author’s own argument

2)

Gain

knowledge

about 2)

parts of essay
3)

Able to gain knowledge how a
essay will be consist in parts

Learn about the most 3) The students can analyze the main
important facts of the text

point. Identify the title, author, and
the main point

4)

Can locate the main idea 4)

The students can explain the idea

in different places

of their inner sense of the mind

Paper – IV (HINDI NATYA SAHITYA)
General Objectives
1)

Able

to

Students (Learning outcomes)

communicate 1)

direct media
2)

Locates

The student able to learn how
transform a situation from reality.

positive

or 2) The students can reform self of their

negative position

life to a great extent in a better
way.

3)

Theatrical

characters 3)

create an wider impact
4)

Able to represented the
specific mode of fiction

Able to create an wider impacts in
their life.

4) The student can analyze the specific
mode of fiction represented in
performances

5)

To

perform

various 5) Able to perform various dramatic

experiments of drama

forms, for example mime, choral
reading,
theatre etc.

melodrama,

physical

PROGRAMME OBJECTIVE OF HISTORY:

History is important to study because it allows us to understand our past
which in turn allows to understand our present. If we want to know how and why
our world is the way it is today, we have to look to history for answers. People often
say that “history repeats itself”, but if we study the success and facilities of the past,
we may, ideally be able to learn from our mistakes and avoid repeating them in the
future. Studying history can provide us with insight into our cultures with which we
might be less familiar, thereby increasing cross-cultural awareness and
understanding.
It is important to study history some may learn about past human behavior
that is relevant to the intellectual growth and development of an individual.
Studying the events of the past give us an understanding of how the world com to
be, not only in your world but around the world including all cultural of people as
well as nature. By learning about the causes and effects of events in history, people
can learn better ways to deal with conflict among nations and individuals. Studying
the history of environmental changes can enhance a healthier lifestyle for mankind,
as well as present the extinction of plants and animals, which could destroy our
ecosystems. Although human behavior is unpredictable at times, a better
understanding through the study of history can provide valuable insight for our
future generations.

Course Objectives (COs)

SUB: HISTORY (M)

Semester
1.

Course Code
Code-101

Subject
Introduction to History

Course Outcomes (CO):
(i) The students will be able to acquainted with the
meaning of history and the pattern of history writing.

Paper-I
Unit-I, II, III, IV

(ii) The students will be able to learn how history is
related to other subjects like economy, Pol. Sc.
Philosophy etc.

(iii) The students will able o also learn about how the
data for research can be collected.

(iv) The students will able to learn about different
authors who used to write history.
1.

Code-102
Paper-II

History of India (Upto AD

(i) The students will be able to will learn about various

300)

types of sources available for writing history.

Unit-I, II, III, IV, V, VI
(ii) The students will be able to learn about Vedic age
as will as its culture.

(iii) The will also be acquainted with New Religious
developments.

(iv) The students will also learn about foreign
invention like the famous Greeks, Kushan.

Semester

Course Code

Subject

Course Outcomes (CO):
The students are-

2.

Code-203

History of India (300 AD

(i) The students are expected to compare the power

1200 AD)

of Gupta dyelines and their state policy and describe
about socio culture and trade relation with different
countries of the world.

(ii) It also tried to interact cries of different power like
Parthiaras haves, Rastrakutas, Cholas it tried to justify
why foreign nation had taken place in several times
etc.
2.

Paper-204

History of India ancient

(i) It tried to define how different civilizations had

civilizations of the world.

been evolved like, EGYPT, Mesopotamia, Greece and
Rome and China.
(ii) It tried to compare different development
literature art, philosophy, science and technology.

(iii) Student are also able to explain trading relation

between India & others countries of the world.

Semester

3.

Course Code

Code-305
Unit-I,

Subject

Course Outcomes (CO):

India under Turki-

(i) The students are able to reconstruct the sources of

Afghans

mediaeval history of India.

Unit-II, III, IV, V
(ii) They are expected to organized how foundation
and consolidation of the Sultanate has taken place.

(iii) Thy are also able to illustrate how religion, Bhakti
movement and Sufi moment formed, the trade
relation, agricultural system and formulated
administration of the country.
3.

Paper-306
Unit-I, II, III, IV

History of Assam (5th C

(i) The students will be able to learn about the ancient

to 1228)

dynasties mortise of Assam and Koch Behar.

(ii) The students will be also able to learn about the
assisting sources which would help them to
reconstruct the history of Ancient Assam

(iii) The students will also learn about ruined which
are present like ancient monuments, temples etc.

Semester

4.

Course Code

407

Subject

India under the Mughals

Course Outcomes (CO):

(i) The students will be able to revise about the
famous Mughal rulers who had changed course of
Indian History.

Unit-I, II, III, IV, V

(ii) The students will be also able to learn and know
about the relations of Mughal rulers with the native
rulers and their consequences.

(iii) The students will get on idea about different
politics of the Mughal rulers like political,
administrative, religious and foreign.

(iv) The students will also learn about the real causes
of the Mughal downfall.
4.

Course-408
Unit-I, II, III, IV, V

History of Europe.

(i) The students will be able to see how Europe was
changed to modern due to Renaissance and different
Christian religious movements.

(ii) The students will come know about different
ancient European Kings and can criticize them.

(iii) The students will come a cross the terms like

Capitalism, Mercantilism, Imperialism.

Semester

5.

Course Code

Paper-509

Subject

Course Outcomes (CO):

India under the East

(i) The students will be able to construct the political,

India Company.

social and economic changes of the society during the
19th Century.

Unit-I, II, III, IV, V

(ii) The students can compare the ideas and politicies
by which the British conquered whole India.

(iii) The students will also learn about various
demerits of the British Governor General.

(iv) The students will be able to trace the courses of
various tribal movements and the famous sepay
Mutiny.
5.

Course-510

History of Assam (1228-

(i) The students come across different Ahom Rulers

1826)

and about their Dynasty from the very beginning.

(ii) The students will also learn about Mughal
invasions and Ashom Tribal Relations.

(iii) The students will also develop the society
economy and religious during the reign of the Ahom.
(iv) The students will also learn about Moamariya
rebellion and Burmese invasion.

Semester

5.

Course Code

Paper-511

Paper Name

Course Outcomes (CO):

History of Europe (1789-

(i) The students will get a clear picture of all the

1870)

European states before and after Napoleon
Bonaparte.

Unit-I, II, III, IV, V

(ii) The students will come to know how modern day
Italy and Germany come into insistence.

(iii) The students will also come to know about the
French Revolution.
5.

Course-512
Unit-I, II, III, IV, V

History of Science and

(i) The students will be able to revise different ages of

Technology in Pr

time like Paleolithic, Mesolithic, Neolithic and its

Colonial India

development regarding the use of tools.

(ii) The students will come to know about the
contributing and discoveries of some Indian scientists
like Aryabhatta, Varamihira, Brahma Gupta, Bhaskara

etc.

(iii) The students will also come across different types
of scientific development like textiles, engineering
skills, gun power etc.

Semester

5.

Course Code

Paper-513

Paper Name

Course Outcomes (CO):

History of Great Britain

(i) The students will se England during the reign of

(1485-1820)

Tudors and stuart rulers.

Unit-I, II, III, IV
(ii) The students will come across different
constitutional development ents during the reign of
tudors and stuart rulers.

(iii) The students about industrialization and its
consequences.
5.

Course-514

History of China (1839-

(i) The students will get a clear picture of how

1949)

western powers had opened china and created their
own share uninfluenced in china.

(ii) The students will also able to learn about the
opium wars and other commercial treaties with

foreign powers.

(iii) The students will also able to learn about different
types of Reform movement and the emergence of
Nationalism under Dr. Sun-Yet Sen.

(iv) The students will come across how communism
started to develop in China.

Semester
6.

Course Code
Paper-615

Paper Name
India under the crown

Course Outcomes (CO):
(i) The students will be able to learn about different
types of socio-religious reform movements like Arya
Samaj, Brahma Samaj etc.

Unit-I, II, III, IV, V

(ii) The students will also be able to learn about the
causes for rise of Indian Nationalism.

(iii) The students will get an idea about different types
of national movements fought under the leadership
of Mahatma Gandhi and involvement of women in
movements.

(iv) The students will learn about administrative

policies of the British Government.
6.

Course-616
Unit-I, II, III, IV, V

History of Assam (1826-

(i) The students will be able to learn how whole

1947)

Assam was finally annexed by the British
Government.

(ii) The students will also able to learn about different
types of economic development during the British
Rule.
(iii) The students will also learn how the surrounding
hilly places like Manipur, Jaintias, Khasis were
annexed by the British.

Semester
6.

Course Code
Paper-617

Paper Name

Course Outcomes (CO):

History of Europe (1861-

(i) The students will get full idea about the scenario of

1945)

Europe before the out hear of the World War I and
World War II and scenario after the Wars.

Unit-I, II, III, IV

(ii) The students will also be able to learn about the
relation of the state and the Church.

(iii) The students will also learn about the peace
organizations like the League of Nations and the UNO.

(iv) The students will also know about the term
dictatorship and how with its emergence in Germany
under Hitler and Italy under Mussolini changed the
political relationship of Europe.
6.

Course-618

World Since 1945
Unit-I, II, III, IV, V

(i) The students will learn about Cold War—its
meaning and implications in Korea and Vietnam.

(ii) The students will learn about activities of the
United Nations for maintaining peace.

(iii) The students will also learn about Middle Eastern
conflicts like Iran, Iraq War, Arab, Irrael Wars, Gulf
War.

(iv) They will also learn about problems of Africans
Countries.

Semester
6.

Course Code
Paper-619

Paper Name

Course Outcomes (CO):

History of Japan (1853-

(i) The students will learn how Japan was opened by

1941)

Western powers.

(ii) The students will also known how Japan was

Unit-I, II, III, IV, V

develop after the restoration of Meiji.

(iii) The students will get an idea about the relation of
Japan with China, England, Korea and Russia,

(iv) The students will also Korea the condition of
Japan between the Two World War.
6.

Course-620

Project

Course Objectives (COs)
SUB: History (G)

Semester
1.

Course Code
Course-1.1
Unit-I, II, III, IV, V

Paper Name
Early India upto 120 AD

Course Outcomes (CO):
(i) The students be able to learn about Harappan and
Vedic Cultur.

(ii) The students will also learn about the growth of
states along with Buddhism and Jainism.

(iii) The students will learn about famous Maryann

Dynasty and Alexander’s invasion on India.

(iv) The students will develop on idea about Gupta
Rulers and their after math.

(v) Along with these will learn about Harsha vardhan.
2.

Course-2.2
Unit-I, II, III, IV, V

Early History of Assam

(i) The students will develop a clear idea about society

upto 1228 AD.

economy and religions Assam before the coming of
the Ahom.

(ii) The students will able to learn about the sources
which help them to reconstruct the history of Ancient
Assam.

(iii) The students will also learn about different other
dynasties like the Varmana, Salastambhas and Palas
and about their administration.

Semester

Course Code

Paper Name

Course Outcomes (CO):

3.

Course-3.3

History of India

Unit-I, II, III, IV, V

(1206-1757 AD)

(i) The students will learn about the Delhi Sultanates
their different dynasties.

(ii) The students will also learn about the society and
economy of India during the reign of the Sultanates.

(iv) The students will also learn about growth of
Provincial kingdoms like Vijay Nagar and Bahmini
Kingdoms.

(v) The students will able to learn how Mughals come
to India and how they had expanded their territories.

(vi) The students will also able learn about the Mughal
administration and the rise of Afghans.

(vii) The students will also learn about the growth of
Maratha power.

(vii) the students will also able to learn about the
advice of the Portuguese, Dutch French & English.
4.

Course-4.4

History of Assam

Unit-I, II, III, IV, V

(1228-1820 AD)

(i) The students will be able to learn about the Ahoms
come to Assam and established their rule along with
the emergence of Koch Power and its relation with
the Ahom Rulers.

(ii) The students will be able to learn about, political
institutions, economic and society of the Ahom and
the Koches.

(iii) The students will also be to study about the
Ahom-Mughal conflicts during the reign of Pratap
Singh, Jayadhaj Singh, Chakradvaj Singh etc.

(iv They will learn about the glory of the Ahom rule
and about the courses which led tp their define.

Semester
5.

Course Code
Course-5.5
Unit-I, II, III, IV, V

Paper Name
History of India
(1757-1857 AD)

Course Outcomes (CO):
(i) The students will be able to learn about the society
and political condition of India during the 19th
Century.

(ii) The students will also learn about the AngloFrench War and 1764 Bexar War by Plassey War and
British had established their held in India.

(iii) The students will be also able to learn about
different administrative politics and reforms of the

British Governor Generals and also about their pros
and cons.

(iv The students will also learn and the Sepoy Mutiny
of 1857.

Semester
5.

Course Code
Course-5.6

Paper Name
History of Europe
(1815-1939)

Course Outcomes (CO):
(i) The students will able to learn about political
conditions an background which lead to the
occurrence of the First-World War.

Unit-I, II, III, IV, V

(ii) The students will also learn about the unification
of Italy and Germany and about the concert of
Europe.

(iii) The students will learn about the first
international organization to maintain peace the
league of Nations its causes for nation and about its
success & failures.

(iv) The students will also learn about the factors
behind the growth of Fascism and Nazirm in Italy and
Germany.

(v) The students will also learn about the causes of
the World War II.

Semester
6.

Course Code
Course-6.6

Paper Name
History of India
(1858-1947)

Course Outcomes (CO):
(i) The students will be able to learn about
administrative changes of British after the Revolt of
1857.

Unit-I, II, III, IV, V

(ii) The students will also learn about different types
of Social religious movement for the reformation of
religions well as the society.

(iii) The students will also be able to learn about the
factors leading to the growth of nationalism among
the Indians.

(iv) The students will also come to know about
different types of freedom movements fought under
the leadership of Gandhi.
6.

Course-6.7

Modern Assam (1826-

(i) The students will be able to learn about

1947 AD)

adminitrativee changes brought by the East India

Unit-I, II, III, IV, V

Company in Assam and its annexationirt policy

regarding Assam, Cachar, Mahipur, Garo Hills etc.

(ii) The students will also learn about the Sepoy
Mutiny of 1857 in Assam and many anti British
uprisings.

(iii) They will also learn the factors leading to the
growth of nationalism and different freedom
monuments.

SUBJECT: POLITICAL SCIENCE (MAJOR)

Programme Specific Outcome (PSO):
 Versatile nature of political science provides immense scope to the
learners in getting degree in different fields- sociology, peace and conflict
studies, public administration, international relation, northeast studies,
and women studies.
 The subject gives student both a specialization in a sub field of political
science and rigorous research training.
 In partnership with Sociology, Economics, History offer a dual PH.D
degree in political science.
 Political Science of international relation is rooted the tradition of multi
disciplinary studies.
 Versatile nature of political science widens knowledge in different social
perspective.

 Makes aware of rights, duties, responsibilities of citizens and also about
functioning of government system, election process, and diplomatic
system to learners.
 Consolidating a tradition of excellence, the ancient, medieval and modern
political thought provides immense scope to the learners for their career
building.
 Political science is the scientific study of the institutions, forms of
thought and organizations as well as various actors.
 The subject provides wide marketable job opportunity in national and
international affairs.
 The study of political science inspires and helps the learners to become
better statesmen, political leader, better orator who can write the society
and nation in the right path.
 It facilitates social habits, attitude, and cooperation among the students to
make them socially adjustable.

Course Objectives (COs):

Semester
I

Course
Course
Code
Name
1.1
Political
Theory-I

Course Objectives (COs)
 To provide conceptual knowledgeon
political theory and its approaches as
well as on power, ideology and state.
 To familiarise with the basic
normative concept of political
theory.
 To build up from a conceptual base
and relates the ideas to the practical
domain where different political
ideas have influenced the society at
large.

1.2

Politics in
India-I

 To understand the evolution of
constitution of India from preindependence to post independence
period and also about the organs of
the government viz. executives,
legislature and judiciary both at
centre and state and their powersand
functions.
 To familiarize students with the
Constitutional arrangements and
processes in India.
 To

focus

on

some

of

the

fundamental
institutional
arrangements that guides the state
policy and protects people’s rights.
Emphasis will be both on the origin
and
development
of
such
mechanisms in India.
 To understand historically the
advent of colonialism in India and
the emergence of the discourse on
nationalism as a response to it. The
aim is to engage with theoretical
explanations of colonialism and
nationalism in India at the same time
study the social, political and
institutional practices that unfolded
in that period, gradually paving way
towards
independence
and
democracy in India.
II

2.1

Political
Theory-II

 To
provide
knowledge
on
democracy,
development,
alternative development views on
Development
viz.
Sustainable
Development, Human Development
etc. multiculturalism and social
justice.
 To familiarise with the basic
normative concept of political
theory.
 To build up from a conceptual base
and relates the ideas to the practical
domain where different political
ideas have influenced the society at
large.

2.2

Politics in

 To

provide

knowledge

on

III

3.1

India-II

contemporary
India,
relations
between centre and states, party
system, election system and
challenges in national integration.
 To familiarize students with the
Constitutional arrangements and
processes in India.

Internation
al
Relations-I

 To provide conceptual knowledgeon
international relations, international
politics, Balance ofpower, collective
security, national interest, ideology
etc.
 To provide knowledge on the causes
and consequences of two world wars
and cold war.
 The
paper
provides
an
understanding of evolution and
transformation of international
relations. From a conceptual
background, the paper identifies
principal actors and some of the
processes that are key to
contemporary
international
relations.
 This paper deals with concepts and
dimensions of internationalrelations
and makes an analysis of different
theories highlighting the major
debates and differences within the
various theoretical paradigms. The
dominant theories of power and
different aspects ofbalance of power
are included.

3.2

Public
Administrat
ion-I

 To understand public administration
through scientific theories on
administrative system,
 To provide knowledge on principles

and structures of organization, good
governance and new public
management.
 To familiarise students with the
fundamentals
of
Public
Administration. It emphasizes on
both the
organizational and
functional aspects of administration
and seeks to create an understanding
about
the
accountability of administration.
 To provide knowledge to thestudents
on comprehensive understanding of
contemporary
administrative
developments.

IV

4.1

Internation
al
Relations-II

 To enrich knowledge on foreign
policy, diplomacy, roles of United
Nations, global economy from
colonial period and impact of
globalization in third world
countries.
 To make students aware of the Euro
- centricism of International
Relations by highlighting certain
specific perspectives from the
Global South.
 The student is expected to study
International Politics and India’s
Foreign Policy from a pro-active
and futuristic perspective.

4.2

Public

 To provide knowledge on personal

V

5.1

Administrat
ion-II

administration,
financial
administration,
development
administration and citizen centric
administration.
 To provide knowledge to thestudents
on comprehensive understanding of
contemporary
administrative
developments.

Western
Political
Thinkers

 The paper seeks to provide a critical
understanding
of
the
main
philosophical themes in Western
Political Thinking as represented by
select thinkers from the early Greek
period to the modern period. It
emphasizes on the life and works of
the thinkers and links it to the
dominant paradigms of the time.
 To provide knowledge on classical
tradition in political theory from
Plato to Marx with the view to
understand how the great Masters
explained and analyzed political
events and problems of their time
and prescribed solutions. The legacy
of the thinkers is explained with the
view to establishing the continuity
and change within the Western
political tradition.
 To create awareness about the
distinctive features of Political
Theories in Modern World. It
critically analyses the studies of
different aspects of Political
Thoughts and emphasizes the
contributions of the
western
Political Thinkers

5.2

Select
Constitutio
ns-I

5.3 (A) Politics in
North-East
India

 It enriches knowledge about
administrative,
legislative
and
judicial system of United Kingdom
as well as party system.
 It provides knowledge about federal
system, National Government,
Political Parties of the American
Constitution.
 It enriches knowledge about
executive
legislative
and
administrative system of UK and
USA Constitution by making a
comparative study between the two.
 This paper studies the select
Constitutions of the world by
adopting a comparative approach.
The ideological basis, constitutional
and legal provisions, institutional
arrangement and their social and
economic background are to be
explained, analyzed and evaluated
critically.
The
comparative
perspective enables the students to
understand the differences and
similarities between the various
constitutional arrangements.
 This paper exposes students to the
leading model constitutions of the
world. The effort is also to cover
leading constitutions of major
continents viz. USA and UK. These
constitutions are to be studied in
light of the political processes to
gain understanding of the dynamics
of actual politics and policy making
in these countries.
 Inculcates knowledge on GeoStrategic, Socio-Cultural diversity
of Northeast India.

5.3 (B) General
Sociology-I

 It provide knowledge on different
colonial policy and people’s
resistance against colonial rule (19th
century)
and
migration
and
demographic change during
colonial period
 Enriches knowledge on Sociology
through Scientific methods of
Sociology.
 Inculcate key concept of SociologyFamily, Society, Community, Social
Stratification, Social Class and
concept of gender.

5.4 (A) Contempor
ary
Political
Issues

 It stresses on issues likeEnvironment
Terrorism Human development and
human security.
 It focuses on issues of Gender
Gender Exclusion, Gender Justice,
Beijing Declaration 1995 and
Gender Budgeting.

5.4 (B) Women
and Politics

 It focuses on concept of Gender,
Concept of Feminism through
Liberal and Marxist Theory.
 It Focuses on Women’s Movement
like French Revolution, Civil Rights
Movements, Suffrage Movement A Historical Perspective.
 Inculcates knowledge of Women’s
movement in India from early 19th
Century and their role in the
Freedom Struggle.

5.5 (A) Rural Local
Governanc
e

 Provides knowledge on evolution of
Local Governance and 73rd
Amendment and rural development
in India.
 Provides knowledge on Control and
Supervision of Local Governance

under 73rd amendment.

VI

5.5 (B) Political
Sociology-I

 To inculcate knowledge about
emergence, natures, matters and
utility of political sociology.
 To provides knowledge on
development of political sociology,
political culture, socialization and
political mobility.

5.6 (A) Democracy
in India-I

 To
provide
knowledge
of
democracy through theoretical
perspective i.e. liberal and Marxian.
 It provides knowledge on origin of
democracy in India, colonial legacy,
national movement and election
process.

5.6 (B) Human
Rights

 It provides understanding on growth
and evolution of human rights,
classification- three generation of
human rights through its universal,
cultural- relative approach.
 Role of UNO in International bill of
rights, conventions, human rights
council and NGO’s like amnesty
international, human rights watch
and international committee of the
Red Cross for the protection of
human rights.

6.1

Indian
Political
Thinkers

 Detailed study on Indian political
thinkers from Manu to J.P.Narayan
and their contribution of thoughts in
society.

6.2

Select
Constitutio
ns-II

 It is on People’s Republic of China,
its Chinese revolution, structures of
government, rights and duties of
citizen and party system.

 It studies on Swiss political tradition,
Swiss federalism, direct democracy,
political parties and interest groups.

6.3 (C) Politics in
North-East
India

 It focuses on post colonial
developments like separation of
sylhet and integration of princely
states and reorganization of
northeast India.
 It focuses on language politics, rise
of insurgency, emergence ofregional
party and coalition politics in
Assam.

6.3 (D) General
SociologyII

 It focuses on culture, its variability
and functions.
 It focuses on social control , social
change through its theories and
process of socialization through its
factors and agencies.

6.4 (C) Contempor
ary
Political
Ideologies

 It focuses on Neo-liberalism views
forwarded by Hayek and Nozick
and also the welfare state.
 It focuses on feminism, religious
fundamentalism- its global
challenges and also in India and
Bangladesh.
 It focuses on multi-culturalism and
democracy in India.

6.4 (D) Women
and Politics
in India

 It focuses on constitutional
provision of women and its
representation in parliament, state
legislature, local bodies.
 It focuses on status of women in pre
colonial, colonial and post colonial
period in India.
 It also focuses on the contemporary

issues related with women like
violence, environment and
education.
 Inculcates knowledge on United
Nations and Women’s
Development’s and report of the
committees on the status of women
in India, 1974.
6.5 (C) Urban
Local
Governanc
e

 It focus knowledge of evaluationPre and Post Independence period
of India.
 Inculcates knowledge on
constitutional structure of urban
local bodies, role of committee and
commissions (District, Metro
Politian and State Election
Commission).
 Inculcates knowledge on finance,
control and personal administration.

6.5 (D) Political
SociologyII

 It provides knowledge: Elite theoryPareto, Mosca, Mitchel and
C.Wright Mill.
 Inculcate knowledge: Nature and
Causes of Political Change,
Concept of Political Developments
and Bureaucracy, Society and
Politics.

6.6 (C) Democracy
in India-II

 Inculcates knowledge on changing
nature of democratic politics in
India. i.e- One party Dominance,
Multi Party System and Colonial
politics.
 Provides knowledge on Federal
Character, Socio-Economic
Determinates of Indian’s
Democracy as well as Decentralized
Democracy.

6.6 (D) Human
Rights in
India

 It provides knowledge on origin and
development of Human Rights in
India.
 Inculcates knowledge on
Institutional Mechanism for
protection of Human Right ie.
National Human Rights
Commission, National Human
Rights Commission for Women,
Commission for SC and ST.
 Inculcates knowledge on emerging
issues of Human Rights- Terrorism,
Rights of Indigenous People,
Environmental Issue.
 Inculcates knowledge on Human
Rights of vulnerable groupsWomen, Children and Minority.

SUBJECT: POLITICAL SCIENCE (GENERAL)

Semester
I

Course Code
1.1

Course Name
Political

Course Outcomes (COs)
 To

provide

Theory-I

conceptual
knowledge
on
political theory and
its approaches as
well as on power,
ideology and state.
 To familiarise with
the basic normative
concept of political
theory.
 To build up from a
conceptual base and
relates the ideas to
the practical domain
where
different
political ideas have
influenced
the
society at large.

II

2.1

Political
Theory -II

 To
provide
knowledge
on
democracy,
development,
alternative
development views
on Development viz.
Sustainable
Development,
Human
Development
etc.
multiculturalism and
social justice.
 To familiarise with
the basic normative
concept of political
theory.

 To build up from a
conceptual base and
relates the ideas to
the practical domain
where
different
political ideas have
influenced
the
society at large.
III

3.1 (A)

International
Relations -I

 To
provide
conceptual
knowledge
on
international
relation,
international politics,
Balance of power,
collective security,
national
interest,
ideology etc.
 To
provide
knowledge on the
causes
and
consequences of two
world wars and cold
war.
 The paper provides
an understanding of
evolution
and
transformation
of
international
relations. From a
conceptual
background,
the
paper
identifies
principal actors and
some
of
the
processes that are

key to contemporary
international
relations.
 This paper deals
with concepts and
dimensions
of
international
relations and makes
an
analysis
of
different
theories
highlighting
the
major debates and
differences
within
the
various
theoretical
paradigms.
The
dominant theories of
power and different
aspects of balance of
power are included.
3.1 (B)

Politics in
India-I

 To understand the
evolution
of
constitution of India
from
preindependence to post
independence period
and also about the
organs
of
the
government viz.
executives,
legislature
and
judiciary both at
centre and state and
their powers and
functions.
 To
familiarize
students with the
Constitutional

arrangements
and
processes in India.
 To focus on some of
the
fundamental
institutional
arrangements
that
guides the state
policy and protects
people’s
rights.
Emphasis will be
both on the origin
and development of
such mechanisms in
India.
 To
understand
historically
the
advent
of
colonialism in India
and the emergenceof
the discourse on
nationalism as a
response to it. The
aim is to engage with
theoretical
explanations
of
colonialism
and
nationalism in India
at the same time
study the social,
political
and
institutional
practices
that
unfolded in that
period,
gradually
paving way towards
independence
and
democracy in India.

IV

4.1 (A)

International
Relations-II

 To enrich knowledge
on foreign policy,
diplomacy, roles of
United Nations,
global economyfrom
colonial period and
impact
of
globalization in third
world countries.
 To make students
aware of the Euro centricism
of
International
Relations
by
highlighting certain
specific perspectives
from the Global
South.
 The
student
is
expected to study
International Politics
and India’s Foreign
Policy from a proactive and futuristic
perspective.

4.1 (B)

Politics in
India -II

 To
provide
knowledge
on
contemporary India,
relations
between
centre and states,
party
system,
election system and
challenges
in
national integration.
 To
familiarize

students with the
Constitutional
arrangements
and
processes in India.
V

5.1

Public
Administration
-I

 To understand public
administration
through
scientific
theories
on
administrative
system,
 To
provide
knowledge
on
principles
and
structures
of
organization, good
governance and new
public management.
 To
familiarise
students with the
fundamentals
of
Public
Administration.
It
emphasizes on both
the
organizational
and
functional
aspects
of
administration and
seeks to create an
understanding about
the accountability of
administration.
 To
provide
knowledge to the
students
on
comprehensive
understanding
of
contemporary

administrative
developments.
5.2

Select
Constitutions-I

 It
enriches
knowledge
about
administrative,
legislative
and
judicial system of
United Kingdom as
well as party system.
 It
provides
knowledge
about
federal
system,
National
Government,
Political Parties of
the
American
Constitution.
 It
enriches
knowledge
about
executive legislative
and administrative
system of UK and
USA Constitution by
making
a
comparative study
between the two.
 This paper studies
the
select
Constitutions of the
world by adopting a
comparative
approach.
The
ideological
basis,
constitutional
and
legal
provisions,
institutional
arrangement
and

V

6.1

Public
Administration
-II

their social and
seconomic
background are to be
explained, analyzed
and
evaluated
critically.
The
comparative
perspective enables
the
students
to
understand
the
differences
and
similarities between
the
various
constitutional
arrangements.
 This paper exposes
students
to
the
leading
model
constitutions of the
world. The effort is
also to cover leading
constitutions
of
major continents viz.
USA and UK. These
constitutions are to
be studied in light of
the
political
processes to gain
understanding of the
dynamics of actual
politics and policy
making in these
countries.
 To
provide
knowledge
on
personal
administration,
financial
administration,
development

administration and
citizen
centric
administration.
 To
provide
knowledge to the
students
on
comprehensive
understanding
of
contemporary
administrative
developments.
6.2

Select
ConstitutionsII

 It is on People’s
Republic of China,
its
Chinese
revolution, structures
of
government,
rights and duties of
citizen and party
system.
 It studies the Swiss
political
tradition,
Swiss
federalism,
direct
democracy,
political parties and
interest groups.

Science stream
Lalit Chandra Bharali was the first college in Assam to offer a non-traditional Bachelor of
Science degree in the annual mode of examination. Since 2011 it has transitioned into a three
years course consisting of six semesters. The college offers four major courses in Computer
Science, Electronics, Mathematics and Statistics and five general courses. These courses
introduce a limited though challenging range of topics to students; develop innovative thinking,
critical reasoning and analytical thinking through unfamiliar problems. By the end of the course
they are equipped to pursue their own careers and possess the requisite skills to connect across

geographical, disciplinary, social and cultural boundaries and contribute to the development of
the society at large.

Course Outcome: Major Course in Computer Science
Semester

Paper
Code

Paper Name / Topics

Semester -1

M101

Introduction
Computer
Fundamentals
Programming

Course Outcomes(CO) The
students are able to understand:
to

Basic programming capability

and

M102

Basic Electronics

Knowledge on working of basic
electronic components

M103

Practical

Practical knowledge of paper I
and 2 performing lab

Programming in C

Basic Electronics -

Semester – 2

M201

ICT Hardware

Troubleshooting , installation,
maintenance and learns about
components

M202

Discrete Mathematics

Mathematical concepts used in
various fields of Computer
Science

M203

Practical

Hands on experiments on
troubleshooting , installation of
software and hardware

ICT Hardware

Semester – 3

M301

Data Structure

Data organization and algorithm
strategies for efficient program

M302

Computer Organization

Working and interconnectivity of
different components of

M303

and Architecture

computer system

Practical

Implementation of different
data structures and algorithms

Data Structure

Semester-4

M401

Operating System

Basic principles and working of
Operating Systems

M402

Database Management
System

Basic principles and working of
Database management system

M403

Practical

Uses of OS system calls,
resource management. Hands
on experiments on creating
database and writing Queries.

Operating System

DBMS

Semester-5

M501

Object Oriented
Programming using C++

Concepts of Object Oriented
Programming and
implementation using C++
programming language

M502

Computer Oriented
Numerical Methods and
Statistical Techniques

Numerical method and
statistical techniques used for
different computations and
analysis

M503

Computer Networks

Study on OSI and TCP/IP model

M504

Microprocessor and
Assembly Language
Programming

Study on 8085 microprocessor
and assembly language
programming techniques

M505

Practical

Hands on experiments on C++
and socket programming

Object Oriented
Programming
Computer Networks

M506

Practical
Computer Oriented
NMST

Hands on experiments on
different numerical algorithms
and use of 8085 microprocessor
kit for programming

Microprocessor and
Assembly Language
Programming
M601

Automata Theory and
Languages

Study on abstract machines,
automata and formal
languages.

M602

Web Technologies

Study on different technologies
used in web application
development

M603

System Administration
using Linux

Study on different activities
performed by a Linux System
Administrator.

M604

Practical

Hands on experiments on
different web technologies and
system administration activities.

Semester-6
Web Technologies

System Administration
using Linux

M605

Project

Rita Sinha , HOD Computer Science, LCB College

Exposure to real-life projects/
analyze, design and implement
own imagination towards
designing an application or
system software.

PROGRAMME OBJECTIVE OF ELECTRONICS
The main objective of the programme is to provide enhanced skills to studentsenabling
them to consider Electronics as a career and means of livelihood. The programme aims at
familiarizing the students with the basic topics in Electronics. The students will also receive
inputs on the foundations of Electronics and Communications Technology and also have an
exposure to the advancements in related areas. The highlight of the programme is to give wider
coverage of Electronics, developing an understanding of the intriguing issues related to
Electronics and Communication and related areas. The curriculum has an inbuilt system of
seminar presentation, which is likely to help the students in developing knowledge on a specific
topic and inter-personal communication skills. Last two semesters are mainly devoted to design
oriented project, which is likely to help the students to develop design, and fabrication skills
with an ability to tackle and execute a time bound design and development problem.

Course Objectives (COs)
SUB: ELECTRONICS (M)
Semester

Course Code

Subject

Course Outcomes (CO): The Students are
CO1: Analyze the Structure of materials,
basic concepts of crystalline materials
like unit cell, FCC, BCC etc. Given a
type of bond, be describe its physical
origin, as well as strength.
CO2: Define various kinds of electrical
phenomenon such as ferro-electricity,
piezo-electricity and classification &
properties of magnetic materials.
CO3: Explain the concept of the energy
band
theory
for
conducting,
semiconducting and insulating materials
as well as various properties of these
materials.
CO4: Summarize the features and
applications of special class materials like
polymer materials, solar cell materials,
optical fiber materials, superconducting
materials etc.

1st
Semester
(Major)

ECM101

Material Science

ECM102

Solid State Devices

CO1:
Describe
the
nature
of
semiconducting materials.
CO2: Explain the physics that influences
the presence of charge carriers in a
semiconductor.
CO3: Describe the operation of various
semiconductor devices such as diodes,
BJT, MOSFET, SCR etc.

ECM103

Lab Course1: Solid
State Devices

CO1: Recognize different electronics
components such as resistors, diode,
capacitor, transistors etc and

CO2: Recognize different meters and
instruments for measurement
of
electronic quantities such as multimeter,
CRO, function generator etc.
CO3: Draw characteristics of different
semiconductor devices like diode, BJT,
FET, UJT etc.
CO4: Assemble various
electronic
circuits and determine various parameters
of electronic circuits.
2ND
Semester
(Major)

ECM201

IC Process
Technology

ECM202

Electric Circuits

ECM203

Lab Course 2

CO1: Understand the fundamentals and
areas applications for the Integrated
Circuits.
CO2: Demonstrate the ability to design
practical circuits that perform the desired
operations.
CO3: Develop insights regarding
properties, characteristics and governing
principles of materials used for Electronic
device design.
CO4: Provide the theoretical foundation
regarding methods of thin film and IC
fabrication.
CO1: Explain the fundamental laws of
electric circuit theory such as Ohm’s law,
Kirchoff’s laws, mesh analysis and nodal
analysis to solve simple circuit problems.
CO2: Design Thevenin’s and Norton’s
equivalent circuit models for active
network.
CO3: Explain the concepts of source
transformation.
CO4: Calculate relevant parameters
measurements using AC and DC bridges.
CO1: Determine current and voltage in
any electrical circuit.
CO2: Apply the voltage divider rule to a
series circuit.
CO3: Apply the current division rule to a
parallel circuit.
CO4: Verify different network theorems.
CO5: Explain the behavior of a circuit at
series and parallel resonance and the
effect of resonance.

rd

ECM301

Linear Active Circuits

CO1: Analyze Basic Analog Circuits and
their applications.
CO2: Compare different types of biasing
circuits for transistors (BJT, UJTs) and
their stability.
CO3:
Describe basic function of
operational amplifier, Ideal and practical
characteristics and design various analog
circuits such as Schmitt trigger, LPF,
HPF etc.
CO4: Illustrate different amplifiers and
oscillator circuits along with their
application in analog circuits.

ECM302

Digital System

CO1: Explain the concept of binary
systems, logic families.
CO2: Find out various applications of
digital systems based on binary system.
CO3: Compare different logic families.
CO4: Design devices using digital
techniques.

ECM303

Lab Course
3:Linear active
Circuits and Digital
System

CO1: Design different filter circuits
using linear IC 741 and determine
parameters as gain, cutoff frequency etc.
CO2: Analyze Amplifier and Oscillator
practically.
CO3: Verify the truth tables of different
logic gates, Flip Flops etc.
CO4: Design both sequential and
combinational
logic
circuits
implementing theoretical knowledge.

ECM401

Microprocessor

CO1: Explain the different components
of a microprocessor system.
CO2: Differentiate different instructions,
addressing
modes,
interrupts
of
microprocessor system.
CO3:
Compare different interfacing
techniques along with various PPIs.
CO4:
Design microprocessor circuit
using programming skills.
CO5: Describe the working principle,
application of microcontroller system.

ECM402

Communication

CO1:

3
Semester
(M)

4TH
Semester
(M)

Understand the fundamentals of

5th
Semester
(Major)

System

basic communication system, types of
noise affecting communication system
and noise parameters.
CO2:
Understand the need of
modulation, modulation processes and
different amplitude modulation schemes.
CO3:
Understand different angle
modulation schemes with different
generation and detection methods.
CO4: Analyze transmitter and receiver
circuits.
CO5: Understand the need of sampling
and different sampling techniques.

ECM403

Lab Course 4:
Microprocessor &
Communication
System

CO1: Perform different arithmetic and
logic operations using programming
knowledge.
CO2: Design various microprocessor
based circuits.
CO3: Design different modulator circuits
from discrete components.
CO4: Determine the various parameters
related to different types of modulation.

ECM501

Signals and Systems

CO1: Understand about various types of
signals and systems, classify them,
analyze them and perform various
operations on them.
CO2: Understand use of transforms in
analysis of signals and system in
continuous and discrete time domain.
CO3: Evaluate the time and frequency
response of continuous and discrete time
systems which are useful to understand
the behaviour of electronic circuits and
communication systems.

ECM502

Optoelectronics

CO1: State the optical properties and
optical process of semiconductor
materials.
CO2:
Illustrate working principle,
structure, performance and real time
applications of optoelectronic devices
such as LASER, LED.
CO3: Describe the operation, application
and performance of optical detectors and

modulators.
CO4:
Categorized various types of
display such as LED, plasma panel and
LCD.
ECM503

Digital
Communication

CO1:
Understand the basics of
information
theory,
source-coding
technique.
CO2: Understand the building blocks of
digital communication system.
CO3:
Understand various spreading
technique and determine bit error
performance
of
various
digital
communications system.

ECM504

Operating System

CO1: Explain the different aspects of
working of operating system, different
tasks handled by operating system.
CO2: Analyze process, its scheduling
algorithms,
their
advantages
and
limitations.
CO3: Summarize different network
layers with their related protocols.
CO4:
Compare different operating
systems with their features.

ECM505

Network Analysis

ECM506

Seminar, Term paper
and project Phase I

CO1: Apply the concepts of electric
network topology, nodes, loops to solve
circuit problems.
CO2: Learn the various parameters and
their inter-relationship.
CO3:
Solve numerical with gains,
cascade, parallel connection using two
port parameters.
CO4: Understand the basic concepts of
graph and analyze the basic electrical
circuits using graph theory.
CO5: Understand the various function of
network and also the stability of network.
CO1: Collect information on a current
subject related topic, analyze it and
formulate an approach to make a
presentation.
CO2: Record some intelligible reading in
several sources on particular subject.
CO3: Rrecognize and assemble various

electronic components for designing of
electronic systems.
CO4: Apply their knowledge to find out
the solutions for real life problems.
CO5: Explain different problems
encountered in designing an electronic
system.
CO6: Evaluate the performance of
various electronic systems.
CO7: Compare various electronicsystems.
6th
Semester
(Major)

ECM601

Control System

CO1: Recognize control system, its
working, types, applications.
CO2: Analyze different methods of
design.
CO3: Summarize different transform
methods with their applications.
CO4: Design electronic systems from the
knowledge of transfer function study
their characteristics including stability by
different methods.

ECM602

Electromagnetics

CO1:
Understand time varying EM
waves and wave propagation phenomena.
CO2:
Understand time varying
Maxwell’s equations and their physical
significance.
CO3: Apply boundary conditions for
fields at the interface of two different
media, to use wave equations to find
solutions to Maxwell’s equations and
derive
Poynting’s
theorem
from
Maxwell’s equations.
CO4: Understand fundamentals of
transmission lines theory and impedance
in high frequency lines.
CO5:
Identify various types of
transmission lines and waveguides and
using smith chart to solve transmission
line problems.

ECM603

Power Electronics

CO1: Understand the basics of power
semiconductor switches.
CO2: Understand different types of
phase controlled single-phase and three
phase converters .

ECM604

Programming in C

ECM605

Instrumentation

ECM606

Project Phase II

CO3: Understand the working of DCDC converter and inverter and their
applications.
CO1: Understand and trace the execution
of program written in C language.
CO2: Write the C code for a given
algorithm.
CO3: Implement Programs with pointers
and arrays, perform pointer arithmetic.
CO4:
Write programs that perform
operations using derived data types.
CO1: Explain characteristics and error in
measurement systems and their statistical
behaviour.
CO2: Describe the working principle of
different types of measuring instruments
such as multimeter, CRO.
CO1: Rrecognize and assemble various
electronic components for designing of
electronic systems.
CO2: Apply their knowledge to find out
the solutions for real life problems.
CO3:
Explain different problems
encountered in designing an electronic
system.
CO4:
Evaluate the performance of
various electronic systems.
CO5:
Compare various electronic
systems.

Course Objectives (COs)
SUB: ELECTRONICS (General)

Semester

1st
Semester
(General)

Course code

Subject

Course Outcome (CO):The students are
CO1: Compare the concept of energy band theory
of conductor, semiconductor and insulators.

EC E101

Solid State Devices
CO2: Explain the behavior and characteristics of
semiconducting materials.
CO3:
Design
semiconductor.

simple

circuit

based

on

CO4: Illustrate different amplifiers and oscillator
circuits along with their application in analog
circuits.

ND

2
Semester
(General)

ECE201

Electric Circuits

CO1: Explain the fundamental laws of electric circuit
theory such as Ohm’s law, Kirchoff’s laws, mesh
analysis and nodal analysis to solve simple

circuit problems.
CO2: Design Thevenin’s and Norton’s equivalent
circuit models for active network.
CO3:
Explain
transformation.

the

concepts

of

source

CO4: Calculate relevant parameters measurements
using AC and DC bridges.
3rd
Semester
(General)

ECE301

Linear Active Circuits CO1: Analyze Basic Analog and Digital Circuits
and their applications.
and
Digital Systems

CO2: Compare different types of biasing circuits
for transistors (BJT, UJTs) and their stability.
CO3: Describe basic function of operational
amplifier, Ideal and practical characteristics and
design various analog circuits such as Schmitt
trigger, LPF, HPF etc.
CO4: Illustrate different amplifiers and oscillator
circuits along with their application in analog
circuits.
CO5: Design various types of combinational and
sequential circuits.

ECE302

Lab Course :Linear
active Circuits and
Digital System

CO1: Analyze theoretical knowledge with practical
implementation.
CO2:
Draw characteristics of different
semiconductor devices like diode, BJT, FET, UJT
etc.
CO2:
Identify the various digital ICs and
understand their operation.
CO3: Design simple combinational and sequential
circuits and verification of practical results using
truth table.

4TH
Semester

ECE401

Microprocessor and
communication
system

CO1: Explain the different components of a
microprocessor system.
CO2:
Differentiate different instructions,
addressing modes, interrupts of microprocessor

(General)

system.
CO3: Compare different interfacing techniques
along with various PPIs.
CO4:
Design microprocessor
programming skills.

circuit

using

CO5: Describe the working principle, application
of microcontroller system.

ECE402

Lab Course:
Microprocessor &

CO1:
Perform different arithmetic and logic
operations using programming knowledge.

Communication
System

CO2:
Design various microprocessor based
circuits.
CO3: Design different modulator circuits from
discrete components.
CO4: Determine the various parameters related to
different types of modulation.

5th
Semester

ECE501

Signals and Systems

(General)

CO1: Understand about various types of signals and
systems, classify them, analyze them and perform
various operations on them.
CO2: Understand use of transforms in analysis of
signals and system in continuous and discrete time
domain.
CO3: Evaluate the time and frequency response of
continuous and discrete time systems which are
useful to understand the behavior of electronic
circuits and communication systems.

ECE502

Seminar, Term paper
and project Phase I

CO1: Collect information on a current subject related
topic, analyze it and formulate an approachto make
a presentation.
CO2: Record some intelligible reading in several
sources on aparticular subject.
CO3: Recognize and assemble various electronic

components for designing of electronic systems.
CO4: Apply their knowledge to find out the
solutions for real life problems.
CO5: Explain different problems encountered in
designing an electronic system.
CO6:
Evaluate the performance of various
electronic systems.
CO7: Compare various electronic systems.
6th
Semester

ECE601

Control System

(General)

CO1: Recognize control system, its working, types,
applications.
CO2: Analyze different methods of design.
CO3: Summarize different transform methods with
their applications.
CO4: Design electronic systems from the knowledge
of transfer function study their characteristics
including stability by different methods.

ECE602

Project Phase II

CO1: Recognize and assemble various electronic
components for designing of electronic systems.
CO2: Apply their knowledge to find out the
solutions for real life problems.
CO3: Explain different problems encountered in
designing an electronic system.
CO4:
Evaluate the performance of various
electronic systems.
CO5: Compare various electronic systems.

1st SEMESTER (MAJOR AND GENERAL)
Semester
1

Course
code
M 104

Subject Mathematics
Algebra and
Trigonometry.

M105
Calculus

E101

Algebra

C.O. The Students are
Able to Theoretically strong
with Definitions group and
logical terms.
Able solve the problems of
Trigonometry and their
Applications.
Able to find the relation
between the roots and coefficient of a general
polynomial equation.
They can be transformed an
equation from one form to
another according as its
changing of roots
Learned Descartes rule of
signs.
Evaluate the symmetric
functions of roots
Solve cubic equation using
cardon’s Method.
Able to revise differentiation
and related theorems.
To be provided theoretical
knowledge about Tangent,
Normal, Curvature and
Asymptotes.
Can trace out different
methods in doing sums.
Able to enumerate infinite
integrals and apply technique
of indefinite and definite
integration to rectification
quadrature and volume of
solids
Able to interpret inequalities
and compare arithmetic mean,
geometric mean and harmonic
mean.
Able to know the definition of
sequence and series and ca
compare with some
applications.

To Solve different types of
series with different types of
tests.
Can do some algebraic
operations on limits which are
more beneficial for further
study.
Able to find the relation
between the roots and coefficient of a general
polynomial equation.
Evaluate the symmetric
functions of roots
Solve cubic equation using
cardon’s Method.

2nd SEMESTER (MAJOR AND GENERAL)
Semester
2

Course
code
M204

M205

Subject Mathematics
Co-ordinate
geometry

Differential
equation

C.O. The Student are
To explain planes and
straight lines in three
dimensional space and
shortest distance between
lines. They will also develop
knowledge about geometrical
shapes like sphere, cone
,cylinder, conicoids,
elipilpsoid and hyperboloid.
Students that successfully complete
this course will be able to:
Define origin of ordinary differential
equations, its degree and order.
Learn to solve first order differential
equations. Solve separable,

homogeneous, exact and linear first
order differential equations with and
without initial condition.
Learn to form ordinary differential
equations.
Solve linear ordinary differential
equations of higher-order. Solve
homogeneous linear equations with
constant co-efficient. Solve nonhomogeneous linear equations with
constant co-efficient.
Solve differential equations of 2nd
order with variable co-efficient .
using standard methods,
transformation of equation by
changing the dependent variables,
independent variable, method of
variation of parameters.
Solve simultaneous linear
differential equations and total
differential equations.

E201

Abstract
Algebra and
Matrices



To be revised by differential
equations definitions.



To be provided different
types of rules to solves
simultaneous, total and
partial differential equations



Can justify their answers
with various types methods.

One able to State definitions of
groups, permutation groups, cyclic
group Normal Subgroup and know
the process of doing sums with
Certain Theorems.
Able to learn a basic idea about
Ring .

To solve roul of a matrix and
systems of linear equation by use of
matrix.

3rd SEMESTER (MAJOR AND GENERAL)
Semester
3

Course
code
M304

Subject Mathematics
Abstract Algebra

C.O. The Student are
Able to state definition related
to homomorphism.
Provided theoretical knowledge
about the theorems related to
Homomorphisms and
automorphisms.
Able to do sums with these
theorems.
Interpret and understand rings,
field and their properties. They
able to understand and prove
fundamental theorems and
results on above topics.

M305

Linear Algebra
and Vector

Able to Theoretically strong
with the Application and
Examples of Vector Space .
Able to learn about linear
transformation and logical
Application.
Existence an uniqueness of
solution of a system of linear

equation.
On successful Completion Of
this course, student should have
:Define concepts of Scalar triple
product, vector triple product
and product of four Vectors.
Explain Concept of Limit of
section.
Explain continuity and
derivability of a vector point
function.
Memorize definition of partial
derivative and illustrate
geometric meaning with the aid
of sketches . Calculate first and
second order partial derivatives.
Memorize equation of tangent
plane
Memorize definition of
directional derivation,
gradient,curl and divergence
Memorize theorem relating
directional derivative to
gradient.
Calculate directional derivative ,
gradient, curl,divergence.

E303
CALCULUS: Methods
and Applications

Develop a working knowledge of
limit, continuity of two as more
variables. They will understand
partial differentiation , total
differentials and Euler’s
theorem on homogeneous
functions . Also problems on
maxima and minima of
functions of two or more
variables.
Gives brief ideas about
Curvature and its Applications
Able to learn the Applications of
D.E in Various fields.

Students can describe the
Definitions of, continuous of
function. And differentiation.
Further, they justify the relation
between them.
They able to state tangents and
normals with examples and
know the process to solve sums.
They able to Know different
types of Theorems related to
continuity and differentiation
They able to elaborate infinite
series.
Able to know the process of
finding solutions of intermediate
forms

4th SEMESTER (MAJOR AND GENERAL)
Semester
4

Course
code
M404

M405

Subject - Mathematics
Real Analysis

Mechanic

C.O. The Student are
Understand the real number
system, sequence and limit on it.
They are able to understand
caucley criterion. Also able to
understand an infinite series
and be able to use various fests
on the infinite series to
determine if it is Riemann and
Dirichlet’s theorem on
rearrangement of the terms.


Able to revise limit,
continuity and
derivability.



Able to crete knowledge
about the Theorems
related to continuity, and
derivability.



Able to create knowledge
about infinite series and
can compare with
various types of these
infinite series.

Students who completed
this course should have
understanding of the
velocities acceleration
along radial and
transverse directions and

along tangential and
normal directions. And
can be solve problems
related to its.
Should be able to derive
the motion in a straight
line under variable
acceleration should be
able to derive the simple
harmonic motion and
motion of elastic string
and able to solve
problems related to its.
Should have a
understanding of the
motion on smooth and
rough plane curves,
motion in resisting
medium and motion of
particle of varying mass
and able to solve problem
related to its.
Should have a
understanding of central
orbit differential
equations of central
orbits, central forces,
apses and apsidal
distances.
Should have a knowledge
of motion under inverse
square law, planetary
motion, keplar’s Laws,
perihelion and Aphelion
Points.
1. Able to learn the
velocities in case of

the radial and
transverses directions
and also
accelarations.
2. Studens are able to
learn about Motions.
Able to state the definitions of
Ellipse,tangent and normals,
conjugate diameters,
E403

Co-ordinate geometry

Hyperbola and its asymptotes.
They also know the process of
doing sums related to these
topics.

Able to know the Co-ordinate
Configurations.
Able to describe general
equation of 2nd degree and can
elaborate the Topic in this
regard .

Explain planes and straight lines
in three dimensional space and
also find the shortest distance
between them. Also be able to
understand cones and cylinders
and their properties
Able to know the Co-ordinate
Configurations

5th SEMESTER (MAJOR AND GENERAL)
Semester
5

Course
code
M501

Subject - Mathematics
Real and complex
Analysis.

C.O. The Student are
1. Able to know the various
theorem and their
application

2. Able to solve the problem
of continuity and
Differentiability

M502

Tropology .

M503

Spherical
Trigonometry and
Astronomy

M504

Rigid Dynamics

The students are introduced to
the theory of metric and
tropology spaces. They are
familiar with basic concepts
tropology in writing proofs and
apply imagination to theory .
 Able to create different
types of formulae in
solving trigonometrically
Equations
 Provided the knowledge
about space and related
topic such as planetary
motion, parallan ,
refraction and eclipses.
Students successfully completing
this course should have
developed the ability to :
Understand moments and
products of inertia, parallel axes
theorem, theorem of six
constants, the me mental
ellipsoid, equimomental systems

and principal axes.
Concepts of D’Alembert’s
principle, the general equation
of motion of a rigid body,
motion of the centre of inertia
and motion relation to the
centre of inertia.
Conceptualization of motion
about a fixed axis, the
compound pendulum and centre
of percussion.
Explaination of motion of a
body in two dimension under
finite and impulsive forces.

M505

Probability

Understanding conservation of
momentum and energy,
generalized co-ordinates,
Lagrange’s equations,initial
motion
On successful completion of
this course , student should
have developed the ability to;
Basic Concepts of random
experiment, sample space,
events classical definition of
probability and the theorems
of total and compound
probability based on this
definitions, axiomatic
approach to the notation of
probability, important
theorem based on this
approach, conditional
probability and independent
events, Bay’s theorem
understanding of random
Variables, discrete and

continuous probability
distributions, probability
function and distribution
function, probability main
function and probability
density function, joint
distribution marginal
distribution, independent
random variables, change of
variables, conditional
distribution.
Concept of mathematical
expectation, basic theorem on
expectation ,variance and
standard deviation, moments
and moment generating
functions, covariance
conditional expectation
conditional variance,
cheloyshev’s in equality law of
large numbers
Learn about the important
probability distributions such as
Binomail Poisson and normal.

M506

E503

Optimization Theory

Statics and Dynamics.

The students are able to solve
optimization problems in the
presence of uncertainty. They
will
have
knowledge
of
techniques required to solve
such problems and obtain a
mathematical background to
optimization.


Able to explain L.P.P
with different types of
methods and justify their
answers with examples.



Provided theoretical
foundation in doing
L.P.P with simplex
method.



Provided principles of
duality in L.P.P.

Able to know the coplanar
forces.
Ables to know the C.G and its
determination.
Able to Know the Properties of
fiction.
Able to Know the Machanics .
The Students are able to
understand concepts of velocity
and acceleration of objects in
motion and thus understand the
fundamentals of the theory of
kinematics. They are also able to
explain simple harmonic motion
and solve related problems.

E504

Numerical Method
And Spherical
Astronomy

Students that successfully
complete this course will be
able to:Explain difference
operators and interpret their
operations on functions of a
single variable.
Illustrate interpolation with
equal intervals, Newtons
Forward and backward
formula and compare them.
Describe divided difference.
Illustrate Lagrange’s
Interpretation formula.
Investigate the roots of
algebraic and Transcendental
equations. Find the Solution of
an equation by Bisection
Method, Iteration Method,
Newton- Rapshon Method and
Compare them.


Able to state sphere and
related definitions.



They are to be provided
different formulae to
solve spherical
trigonometry related
examples.



They are to be described
space and related
astronomical
phenomenon.

6th SEMESTER (MAJOR AND GENERAL)
Semester
6

Course
code
M601

M602

Subject - Mathematics
Hydrostatics.

Optimization
Theory

C.O. The Student are
Able to Define homogeneous and
heterogeneous fluids.
Able to Differentiate different types of
pressure in fluids.
Able to Theoretically strong with
Equilibrium Condition.

Able to explain L.P.P with different type
of methods and justify their answers with
examples.
Provided theoretical foundation in doing
L.P.P with simplex method .
Provided principles of duality in L.P.P.

M603

Computer
Programming in
C

Students successfully completing this
course should have developed the ability to:
Fundamental understanding different
components of a computer. Understand
central processing unit, main memory,
secondary memory, input output devices,
operating system and its needs,
representation of numbers, machine level
language and high level language,
algorithm flow chart, compiler, interpreter,
aassembler, linker, editor etc. and
introduction to c-requirement to
programming language to solve problems.
Understand elementary data types,
constants and identifier integer, character,
floating point and string constants etc,
syntax semantics, reserved words and

expression in C.
Conceptualization of conditional statement
:-if, if-else, switch, iterative statement:
while ,do-while ,for Arrays and pointers
and along with preliminary ideas of other
statements :break, continue, go to , return,
null statement block statement etc.
Understand the operations of function,
storage class and conversion of recursive
programmed to non-recursive version.
Evaluate an arithmetic expression, finding
Gcd, factorial
Fibonacci number, prime number
generation , reversing digits of an integer,
finding square root of a number, roots of a
quadratic equation, sum of different
algebraic and trigonometric series, base
conversion finding the greatest and
smallest of a finite number of numbers etc.

M604

Discrete Mathematics

Should be able to understand the basic of
number theory and apply the methods in
problem solving they should be able to
effectively use algebraic techniques to
analyze basic discrete structures and
algorithms and relate them to practical
examples .

M605

Graph Theory and
Combinatorics

Should be able to understand basic
concepts in combinatorial graph theory
and define how graphs serves as models for
many standard problems and learn
concepts of graph, trees, Euler’s graph.
 Able to state the definitions various
types of graphs.


Provided Theoretical know ledge
about walks, connectd useds
degrees, connected users degrees;
Operations on graphs.



Provided knowledge about Problem
of Ramsay with applications.

1. Able to know the importance of graphs
in Mathematics.
3. provided theoretical foundation
regarding the Application of Graph
theory. I Day today life like Traffic
Signals etc.
M606
Project

Student are able to apply various
mathematical theories and hypothesis in
our real life problem and try to solve this
type of problems .

E603

Linear Algebra



Able to state all the definatiions in
connection with Linear Algebra.



Can explain Cayley Hamilton
Theorem and verification.



Can do sums with various process.

And
Complex Analysis:-

On successful completion of this cause,
student should have developed the ability
to describe the definition of complex
variable and single valued function of a
complex variable. Student able to state the
definition of elementary functions , Limit
and Continuity and theorem on them.
Student able to illustrate uniform
continuity, derivative. Explain the analytic
functions, Cauchy-Riemann equations and
harmonic function.
Able to explain the rectifiable Curves.
Integral along a oriented curve. Able to
describe the Fundamental Cauchy theorem
and Cauchy integral formula.
On successful completion of this cause,
student should have developed the ability to
describe the definition of complex variable
and single valued function of a complex
variable. Student able to state the definition
of elementary functions , Limit and
Continuity and theorem on them. Student
able to illustrate uniform continuity,
derivative. Explain the analytic functions,
Cauchy-Riemann equations and harmonic
function.
Able to explain the rectifiable Curves.
Integral along a oriented curve. Able to
describe the Fundamental Cauchy theorem
and Cauchy integral formula.

E604

Advanced Calculus

The students are able to understand
improper integrals and Beta and gamma
functions. They are able to apply Beta and
gamma functions in determination of area
and volume. They also will be able to solve
double and triple integrals problems.
Able to Learn metric space and its
Applications.
Able to Solve the problems related to R.S
integral and its Properties.

STATISTICS
COURSE OUTCOME

STATISTICS (MAJOR)
Paper M101:
1. Acquintant with some basic concepts of Statistics.
2. Made familiar with the technique of collection and presentation of data.
3. Enable to analyse data using measures of Central tendency, Dispersion, method of moments
and to interpret them
4. Able to fit bivariate data by the principle of least squares and orthogonal polynomials.
5. Understand the concept of correlation co efficient, correlation ratio, intra -class correlation,
partial and multiple correlation and regression.

Paper M102:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Understand the basic concept of probability and its applications.
Acquintant with the concept of expectation, variance, co variance and their properties.
Able to find joint, marginal and conditional probability functions.
Made familiar with Probability Generating Function, Characteristic Functions and their
functions.

Paper M103:
1. Application part of the theory paper M101.
2. Application part of the theory paper M102.

Paper M201:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Acquaintant with the basic numerical and computational techniques.
Able to understand the concept of interpolation and extrapolation applying different methods
Able to understand numerical integration and its application.
Understand the properties of Linear Difference Equation.
Able to find the roots of polynomial equations using different methods.

Paper M202:
1.
2.
3
4
5

Acquintant with the basic terms of real analysis.
Understand the technique of point- wise and uniform convergence of a function.
Able to find out limit, continuity and differentiability of functions of several variables.
Know the basic idea of Lagrange’s multipliers and Riemenn integrals.
Understand the concept of infinite and improper integrals, Gamma, Beta integrals and Jacobian
transformations.

Paper M203:
1. Application part of the theory paper M201.

Paper M301:

1. Acquintant with the orthogonal matrix and its properties.
2. Able to find rank and elementary transformation of matrices.
3. Understand the technique of finding general solution of homogeneous and non-homogeneous
linear equations.
4. Acquire the basic idea of quadratic form of a matrix.

Paper M302:
1. Acquintant with some important discrete distributions like Binomial, Poisson, Negative Binomial
etc.
2. Understand the properties and applications of some discrete distributions.
3. Made familiar with some continuous distributions like Uniform, Normal, Beta, Gamma, etc.
4. Know the properties and applications of the continuous distributions.

Paper M303:
1. Application part of the theory paper M301.
2. Application part of the theory paper M302.

Paper M401:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Understand the basic idea of Vector algebra and linear combination of vectors.
Able to find Eigen values and Eigen vectors of matrices.
Able to formulate and solve Linear Programming Problem.
Acquintant with Transportation Problems and their solutions.

Paper M402:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Know the theory of sampling and large sample tests.
Acquintant with different Central Limit Theorems and their applications.
Able to have an idea of different Laws of Large Numbers.
Understand the concept of Stochastic Process, Markov Chain and their applications in various
fields.

Paper M403:

1. Application part of the theory paper M401.
2. Application part of the theory paper M402.

Paper M501:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Able to derive the different types of sampling distributions and their properties.
Able to have an idea of order statistics and distribution of sample range and sample median.
Acquintant with the properties of good estimators and minimum variance unbiased estimator.
Know the methods of maximum likelihood, moments, minimum chi-square and their properties.

Paper M502:
1. Acquire the concept of basic terms of sampling.
2. Understand the probability and non-probability sampling techniques.
3. Know the different estimation procedures, bias in estimates and standard error of estimates.
4. Understand the technique of optimum design, proportional and optimum allocation in stratified
random sampling.
Paper M503:
1. Understand the different types of index number and their uses.
2. Able to have the knowledge of different types of income distributions.
3. Know the concept of econometrics, fitting of linear models with one or more variables and
estimations of regression parameters.
4. Acquintant with the demand functions and elasticity of demand.
5. Know the concept of time series, different components of time series, correlogram and
periodogram.

Paper M504:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Understand the technique of replacement, maintenance and group replacement policy.
Able to have the concept of inventory policies, ABC analysis and different models.
Have an idea of network analysis and determination of critical path.
Know the basic definition of PERT and its usefulness.

Paper M505:
1. Application part of the theory paper M501.
2. Application part of the theory paper M502.

Paper M506:
1. Application part of the theory paper M503.
2. Application part of the theory paper M504.

Paper M601:
1. Know the concept of confidence interval for parameters of univariate normal and two
independent normal.
2. Understand the technique of testing of hypothesis and related applications.
3. Know the concept of power curves and likelihood ratio test.
4. Acquintant with the non-parametric tests and their applications.

Paper M602:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Understand the technique of analysis of variance with one way and two way classified data.
Have an idea of analysis of covariance and applications.
Acquintant with the principles of design of experiment and the techniques of error control.
Understand the different randomized block designs, factorial experiments, confounding and
missing plot technique.

Paper M603:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Have an idea of official statistics of India and the state of Assam.
Understand the source of demographic data and different vital rates.
Know the technique of constructing complete and abridged life tables.
Know the theoretical basis of statistical quality control in industry using different control charts.

Paper M604:
1. Acquintant with bivariate, multivariate normal distribution and its properties.
2. Have an idea and application Hotelling’s T2.
3. Understand the basic idea of hardware, software, flowchart, algorithm and high level computer
languages.
4. Know the technique of programming in Fortran 77 using different loops.

Paper M605:
Practical based in design of experiments, testing of hypothesis, non-parametric and demography.

Paper M606:
Project regarding applied statistics using different statistical methods.

STATISTICS (GENERAL)

E 101:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Understand the concept of data, its different types and methods of representation of data.
Know the basic idea of different measures of central tendency and dispersion.
Acquintant with the application of different interpolation formulae of finite difference.
Know the technique of numerical integration to find the value of a definite integral.
Able to find the real roots of a polynomial equation using Newton Raphson method.
Able to construct different types of index numbers like wholesale price index numbers, cost of
living index numbers and will know their uses.

E201:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Acquintant with the different approaches of probability.
Understand the different applications of probability rules.
Have the concept of probability distributions of univariate random variables.
Know the technique of finding moments, measures of central tendency and measures of
dispersion from probability distribution.
5. Have the concept of some important discrete and continuous distributions.

E301:
1. Have the knowledge of different mortality and fertility rates.
2. Know the technique of construction of complete life table.
3. Understand the idea of statistical hypotheses and two types of errors.

4. Understand the applications of some small sample and large sample tests.
5. Acquintant with the product moment correlation coefficient and its properties.
6. Have the concept of linear, partial and multiple regressions.

E401:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Have the knowledge of basic principles and biases involved in a large scale sample survey.
Understand some basic sampling techniques like SRS, stratified random sampling etc.
Know the assumptions of AOV.
Understand the basic principles of design of experiments.
Able to analyse data using CRD, RBD, LSD and factorial experiments.

E501:
1. Acquintant with the properties and applications of some discrete and continuous distributions.
2. Have the concept of Time Series and different methods of determination of trend and seasonal
variation.
3. Have the knowledge of consumption and demand function.
4. Understand the technique of determination of elasticity of demand using different methods.
5. Have the knowledge of different laws of natural economics like Pareto’s law of income
distribution, Wealth distribution (Lorenz Curve), Family budget method (Engel’s Curve) etc.
6. Know the basic concept of LPP and its solution by using graphical method.

E601:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Have the concept of properties of good estimator.
Understand the theoretical basis of SQC and different kinds of Control Charts.
Acquintant with the definition and scope of Econometrics.
Know the technique of estimation of regression parameters of two variable linear model.
Have the basic idea of hardware and software of a computer.
Understand the technique of writing small programmes using Do Loop of FORTRAN language.
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